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INSTRUMENTAL Forms

hard type: °room¢ soft type: °week¢
singular plural singular plural
ÀÉÕŒ¡∏œ™ ÀÉÕŒ¡∏¡Õ… Œ≈ƒÅÃ≈™ Œ≈ƒÅÃµÕ…

-ÿ: °talent¢
singular plural
∑¥œ∑É∫Œœ∑∏ÿ¿ ∑¥œ∑É∫Œœ∑∏µÕ…

hard type: °courtyard¢ soft type: °nail¢
singular plural singular plural
ƒ◊œ∂ÉÕ ƒ◊œ∂ÄÕ… «◊œ⁄ƒ£Õ «◊œ⁄ƒÖÕ…

hard type: °body¢ soft type: °schedule¢
singular plural singular plural
∏ÅÃœÕ ∏≈ÃÄÕ… ∂¡∑¥…∑ÄŒ…≈Õ ∂¡∑¥…∑ÄŒ…µÕ…

hard type: °first¢
feminine masculine neuter plural
¥Å∂◊œ™ ¥Å∂◊ŸÕ ¥Å∂◊ŸÕ ¥Å∂◊ŸÕ…

soft type: °last¢
feminine masculine neuter plural
¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ≈™ ¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ…Õ ¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ…Õ ¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ…Õ…

°I¢ °we¢ °you¢ informal °you¢
ÕŒœ™ ŒÄÕ… ∏œ∫É™ ◊ÄÕ…

°she¢ °he¢ °it¢ °they¢
(Œ)≈™ (Œ)…Õ (Œ)…Õ (Œ)ÇÕ…

°who¢ °what¢ °oneself¢
À≈Õ fi≈Õ ∑œ∫É™

°this¢
feminine masculine neuter plural
Ü∏œ™ Ü∏…Õ Ü∏…Õ Ü∏…Õ…

°all, every¢
feminine masculine neuter plural
◊∑≈™ ◊∑≈Õ ◊∑≈Õ ◊∑ÅÕ…

feminine masculine neuter plural
°my¢
ÕœÅ™ ÕœÇÕ ÕœÇÕ ÕœÇÕ…

°our¢
ŒÄ¤≈™ ŒÄ¤…Õ ŒÄ¤…Õ ŒÄ¤…Õ…

°one¢
feminine masculine neuter plural
œƒŒÉ™ œƒŒÇÕ œƒŒÇÕ œƒŒÇÕ…

‘two¢ °three¢ °four¢ °five¢
ƒ◊πÕÖ ∏∂≈ÕÖ fi≈∏Ÿ∂ÿÕÖ ¥µ∏ÿâ
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I A MEANSINSTRUMENTAL:

The instrumental network:

A LANDMARK

AN ADJUNCT

A LABEL

A MEANS

PROLOGUE

The instrumental is one of the most complex Russian cases, but the idea behind it is
fairly simple. You can think of it as an accessory for something else. Rather than serving as
a source for energy (which is the primary task of NOMINATIVE: A NAME), the instrumental is a
peripheral attachment for something else. The peripheral accessory named by the instru-
mental can be associated either with an activity or with an item. When an item in the instru-
mental case is associated with an activity, we have INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS, and the instru-
mental item is a conduit for the activity. When an item in the instrumental case is attached to
another item, it serves as an address for that item; this can be done by tagging it in some
way, in which case we have INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL, by identifying something to which it is
joined, in which case we have INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT (here we use the Russian preposi-
tion ∑ °with¢), or by locating it in reference to a landmark, in which case we have INSTRUMEN-
TAL: A LANDMARK (used with the prepositions Œ¡ƒ °above¢, ¥œƒ °under¢, ¥Å∂≈ƒ °in front of¢, ⁄¡
°behind¢, and ÕÅ÷ƒπ °between¢).

Your first task when confronted with an item in the instrumental case will be to figure
out which part of the network it is using. If any of the prepositions (∑, Œ¡ƒ, ¥œƒ, ¥Å∂≈ƒ, ⁄¡,
ÕÅ÷ƒπ) are present, you can put this task behind you, since you will have INSTRUMENTAL: AN

ADJUNCT with the preposition ∑, and INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK with the remaining preposi-
tions. If not, you will need to think about whether the instrumental is being used to augment
a description of an activity (INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS) or a thing (INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL). The
explanations and examples below should help you get used to looking for this difference.

An overview of
the instrumental
case.

The instrumental
case marks an
item associated
with an activity
or another item.
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I

A force (arrow) passes through
INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

(circle labeled I)

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 1—A map of the mental leaps involved

Though INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS always designates a conduit for action, there is an intri-
cate web of specific uses, and it is worth mapping them out ahead of time before diving
right into them. INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS can be divided into two smaller groups: one takes
the concept of a path as its point of departure (sections 2-9), and the other focuses on the
agents of actions (sections 10-11). The following diagram might help you to think about
how the ideas in the first group (the path group) are organized:

path >
facilitator/instrument/means >

person/object under control >
person/object possessed >

person/object evaluated positively/negatively

A path, because it facilitates movement, can also be conceived of as a facilitator for action,
an instrument, or a means (think of our English expression of a way to do things , where we
also understand means and instruments in terms of a path by using the word way ). The fact
that instruments are objects under our control motivates the use of the instrumental with
verbs expressing domination, facilitating a mental leap from instrument to person or object
under control. Since having control is a special kind
of having, some verbs of possession also have in-
strumental objects, and this brings us to person or
object possessed. Finally, an item under control can
be variously evaluated and as a result we use the
instrumental with certain verbs meaning ‘enjoy’ and
‘despise’.  The next eight sections will take you
through all these mental leaps, with enough ex-
amples and explanations to ensure a safe landing
for every jump.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 2—Paths through space

When an instrumental item is associated with a verb, its purpose is to tell us something
about the means by which the verbal activity takes place. It can be thought of as a channel
for realizing the activity of the verb. The instrumental item thus serves as a conduit for the
flow of energy named by the verb. This can involve simply passing through a space or
following a path, as in:

ÌŸ ∑◊≈∂ŒÑÃ… À ŒÄ∫≈∂≈÷Œœ™ … ¥∂œ¤ÃÇ ƒœ›Ä∏ŸÕ ∏∂Ä¥œÕ Œ¡ƒ ÀœÃÅ∫Ã¿›≈™∑µ
◊œƒÉ™.
[We-NOM turned toward embankment-DAT and walked planked ladder-INST above
quavering water-INST.]
We turned toward the embankment and walked along the planked ladder  above the
quavering water.

Overview of
conduit

meanings of
INSTRUMENTAL: A

MEANS.

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as a

conduit for an
activity.

4INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as a path

(conduit)
through space.
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ÔŒ ∂Å⁄Àœ ∑◊≈∂ŒÑÃ ◊ ∑∏É∂œŒπ … ¥œ¤£Ã ∑π»œƒÉÃœÕ ŒÄ…∑Àœ∑ÿ.
[He-NOM sharply turned to side-ACC and went riverbed-INST diagonally.]
He turned sharply to the side and walked diagonally across the riverbed .

Å«…™ ¥£∑, ∫≈«Ñ›…™ À∂Ä≈Õ ÕÉ∂µ
[Skewbald dog-NOM, running-NOM edge-INST sea-GEN]
A skewbald dog, running along the edge  of the sea

In the above examples, the planked ladder, the riverbed, and the edge of the sea are all paths
for movement.

A path can of course be conceived of abstractly, giving us examples like this one:

ÌŸ ◊∑≈ œ∫œ÷Ä≈Õ ‰œ◊ÃÄ∏œ◊¡ ⁄¡ ∏œ, À¡À œŒ ÷…Ã, Œœ ÕŸ-∏œ ¥œ™ƒ£Õ ƒ∂π«ÇÕ ¥π∏£Õ.
[We all-NOM adore Dovlatov-ACC for that-ACC, how he-NOM lived, but we-
NOM will-go another way-INST.]
We all adore Dovlatov for how he lived, but we will go another way .

In both English and Russian we think of life as a journey along a path; this makes it possible
for us to talk of the path of life  and life¢s obstacles . Because life is a path, a Russian can
substitute life  for path  to get:

Ò ÷…Ã ∏œ™ ÷≈ ÷Ç⁄Œÿ¿, fi∏œ … ◊∑≈, … ◊œÃŒœ◊ÄÃœ Õ≈ŒÖ ∏œ ÷≈, fi∏œ … ◊∑≈».
[I-NOM lived same life-INST, that and everyone-NOM, and upset me-ACC that-
NOM, that and everyone-ACC.]
I lived the same life  as everyone and got upset by the same things as everyone.

In this example, life is the path along which living is realized. Living goes down the path of
life.

If the verb describes a state rather than a movement, the space marked in the instrumen-
tal is a container for the state.  You can think of this as a stationary path.  The connection of
paths of movement with stationary routes is one that is very well motivated, since repeated
motion along a given route carves stationary paths through meadows and forests, and nowa-
days we often ensure the stability of these stationary paths with layers of asphalt.  Here is an
example of a stationary path along another kind of terrain, namely a woman’s face:

ÔŒÄ ∫ŸÃÄ ∫Ã≈ƒŒÄ Ã…√ÉÕ.
[She-NOM was pale-NOM face-INST.]
She was pale in the face .

Paleness extends along the face just as movement extends along a path. A common example
of this meaning is found in the idiom ◊◊≈∂» Œœ«ÄÕ… [up legs-INST] °upside-down¢; the legs
are the place where “up” is happening. The same principle is at work, albeit more abstractly,
with the instrumental item naming a domain that can be measured, in the following ex-
ample:

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as an
abstract path.

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as a
stationary path,
the container of a
state of being.
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ÔƒÇŒ …⁄ ∑ÃœŒÉ◊ — ∏∂£»ÃÅ∏Œ…™ Ú¡ƒ÷Ä ◊Å∑œÕ ◊ 850 À…Ãœ«∂ÄÕÕœ◊ —
◊œ∑¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡Ã∑µ ¥∂œ«ÑÃÀœ™, fi∏É∫Ÿ ⁄¡«ÃµŒÑ∏ÿ ◊ ¥œ∑ÑƒŒπ¿ ÃÄ◊Àπ.
[One-NOM of elephants-GEN — three-year-old Rajah-NOM weight-INST in 850-
ACC kilograms-GEN — took-advantage outing-INST, to peek to china shop-ACC.]
One of the elephants — three-year-old Rajah, weighing  850 kilograms — took ad-
vantage of the outing to take a peek into a china shop.

Thus, in the case of Rajah the elephant, the parameter of weight is the instrumental con-
tainer for a measurement of 850 kilograms.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 3—Paths through time

As we saw in Preliminaries, time can often behave in a way similar to space, or at least
we think of it as behaving similarly and talk about it as if it did. Stretches of time can also
serve as paths for activity. Duration is essential, since a point that is instantaneous does not
have enough dimension to be conceived of as a path. You are probably already familiar with
the use of the instrumental case with the names of seasons of the year and parts of the day;
here is a list of them:

seasons of the year parts of the day
◊≈∑ŒÉ™ in the spring Ñ∏∂œÕ in the morning
ÃÅ∏œÕ in the summer ƒŒ£Õ in the afternoon
É∑≈Œÿ¿ in the fall ◊Åfi≈∂œÕ in the evening
⁄…ÕÉ™ in the winter ŒÉfiÿ¿ at night

The use of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS with these words is so well entrenched in Russian that
dictionaries commonly list them as adverbs. These words can, however, be modified, as in:

ÓáŒ≈¤Œ≈™ ⁄…ÕÉ™ Àœ ◊∑≈Õ ∫Åƒ¡Õ ˜Ã¡ƒ…◊œ∑∏ÉÀ¡ ƒœ∫Ä◊…∏∑µ ≈›£ … œ∏∑Ñ∏∑∏◊…≈
◊œƒá.
[Current winter-INST to all misfortunes-DAT Vladivostok-GEN is-added still and
absence-NOM water-GEN.]
This winter , in addition to all of Vladivostok’s misfortunes, there is also a water
shortage.

ê◊«π∑∏œ◊∑Àœ™ ŒÉfiÿ¿ ÕŸ ÕÅƒÃ≈ŒŒœ ¤Ã… ¥œ ∏∂œ∏πÄ∂π, Ç⁄∂≈ƒÀ¡ œ∫ÕÅŒ…◊¡µ∑ÿ
∑Ãœ◊ÄÕ….
[August night-INST we-NOM slowly walked along sidewalk-DAT, rarely exchang-
ing words-INST.]
In that August night  we walked slowly down the sidewalk, rarely exchanging words.

And other words for durations of time can also be used:

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as a path

through time.
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˜≈ÃÇÀ…Õ ¥œ∑∏ÉÕ Õ≈ŒÖ ⁄¡∑∏Ä◊…Ã… «œ◊Å∏ÿ.
[Great Lent-INST me-ACC forced fast.]
During Great Lent  they forced me to fast.

ÄÕµ∏ŒŸÕ ¥¡∂Ç÷∑À…Õ ÕÄ≈Õ ¤≈∑∏ÿƒ≈∑Ö∏ ◊œ∑ÿÕÉ«œ, Àœ«ƒÄ ◊ Ï¡∏ÇŒ∑ÀœÕ
À◊¡∂∏ÄÃ≈ ◊œ⁄◊œƒÇÃ…∑ÿ ∫¡∂∂…ÀÄƒŸ ∫πŒ∏Ñ¿›…» ∑∏πƒÅŒ∏œ◊, ¡∂…∑∏œÀ∂¡∏Çfi≈∑À…™
¤≈∑∏ŒÄƒ√¡∏Ÿ™ À◊¡∂∏ÄÃ Œ¡∑Ã¡÷ƒÄÃ∑µ ¥œÀÉ≈Õ … ∏…¤…ŒÉ™.
[Memorable Paris May-INST sixty eighth-GEN, when in Latin quarter-LOC were-
raised barricades-NOM rioting students-GEN, aristocratic sixteenth quarter-NOM
enjoyed peace-INST and quiet-INST.]
During that memorable May in Paris  in 1968, when the rioting students’ barricades
were going up in the Latin quarter, the aristocratic sixteenth quarter was enjoying
peace and quiet.

The previous four examples prove that the use of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS for durations of
time is a productive phenomenon in Russian.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 4—Expanses of time and space

Expanses of both time and space can appear in the plural, creating either continuous (as in
◊≈ÀÄÕ…, fi¡∑ÄÕ… below) or discontinuous (as in ŒœfiÄÕ…, Õ≈∑∏ÄÕ…) locations for objects
and events. This use of the instrumental builds on the notion of a stationary path through
space or time (the latter interpreted as duration, as we saw in section 3), but multiplies these
stationary paths.  If the paths connect neatly end-to-end, we simply have a very long stretch
of time, as in the first two examples below.  If the paths do not connect, then the activity is
distributed along a patchwork of stationary paths, as in the second two examples.

ñ∏œ — ∏∂¡ƒ…√…ÉŒŒœ≈ ¥∂…◊Å∏∑∏◊…≈, ⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕœ≈ fi≈Ãœ◊Åfi≈∑∏◊π ◊≈ÀÄÕ….
[It-NOM — traditional greeting-NOM, known-NOM humankind-DAT centuries-
INST.]
It is a traditional greeting, known to humankind for centuries .

Ó≈…⁄ÕÅŒŒœ ◊á¥…◊¤…™, œŒ fi¡∑ÄÕ… ∫∂œƒÇÃ ¥œ Àœ∂…ƒÉ∂π.
[Invariably drunk-NOM, he-NOM hours-INST wandered along corridor-DAT.]
Invariably drunk, he wandered for hours  along the corridor.

ÔŒÄ ¥œƒ÷…ƒÄÃ¡ ÕÑ÷¡ ŒœfiÄÕ….
[She-NOM waited-up husband-ACC nights-INST.]
She waited up for her husband during the nights .

˜ Ã≈∑Ñ Õ≈∑∏ÄÕ… ≈›£ Ã≈÷ÄÃ ∑ŒÅ«.
[In forest-LOC places-INST still lay snow.]
In the forest there was still snow lying in places .

Plural paths—
INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS in places
and at times.
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INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 5—Path > facilitator/instrument

Let¢s go back again to that idea of a path. In an abstract sense, a path is something that
facilitates movement; the existence of a way to go makes it possible for you to go. We can
get more mileage out of the concept of facilitation by doing some substitutions. Instead of
looking only at movement, we can expand our view to include any activity named by a
verb. And instead of looking only at paths as facilitators, we can look at anything that makes
activity possible. By taking the original concept of path for movement  and extending it to
facilitator for activity  we open up a wide horizon of ideas. All other uses of INSTRUMENTAL:
A MEANS take advantage of this horizon, empowering the instrumental case to signify a wide
variety of instruments and agents of actions.

We will start with instruments facilitating action. Examples of concrete physical
instruments are fairly common:

ÉÕŒ¿ ≈«É ÕœÃœƒÉ«œ, œ«∂ÉÕŒœ«œ, ◊ ÕÖ∏œ™ ∑Å∂œ™ ¤…ŒÅÃ…, ¥≈∂≈¥œÖ∑¡ŒŒœ™
∂≈ÕŒ£Õ ∑ ÕÅƒŒœ™ ∫ÃÖ»œ™.
[Remember him young, huge-ACC, in wrinkled grey overcoat-LOC, girded-LOC
belt-INST with brass buckle-INST.]
I remember him young, huge, in a wrinkled grey overcoat, girded with a belt  with a
brass buckle.

È À¡À ∂¡⁄ ◊ Ü∏œ∏ ÕœÕÅŒ∏ ∑ ÃÅ∑∏Œ…√Ÿ ∑∏ÄÃ… ŒÄ¤π ÀÉÕŒ¡∏π œ∏À∂Ÿ◊Ä∏ÿ ÀÃ¿fiÉÕ.
[And like once in that moment-ACC from stairway-GEN began our room-ACC
open key-INST.]
And right at that moment they started to open our room from the stairway with a key .

ÛÕÅ» π«Ãπ∫ÃÖ≈∏ ƒŸ»ÄŒ…≈, œ∫œ«¡›Ä≈∏ À…∑Ãœ∂ÉƒœÕ À∂œ◊ÿ … ◊≈Œ∏…ÃÇ∂π≈∏ Ã£«À…≈.
[Laughter-NOM deepens breathing-ACC, enriches oxygen-INST blood-ACC and
ventilates lungs-ACC.]
Laughter deepens the breathing, enriches the blood with oxygen , and ventilates the
lungs.

These next three examples are fairly typical metaphorical extensions of the idea of a
physical instrument:

Ò Õœ« Ã≈∏Å∏ÿ ƒœÕÉ™ ∫Ã…÷Ä™¤…Õ ∂Å™∑œÕ.
[I-NOM could fly home next flight-INST.]
I could fly home on the next flight .

ÔŒÄ «∂œ⁄ÇÃ¡ ≈ÕÑ ∂¡⁄◊ÉƒœÕ.
[She-NOM threatened him-DAT divorce-INST.]
She threatened him with divorce .

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS with

metaphorical
instruments.

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS with

physical
instruments.

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS as a
facilitator,

instrument, or
means.
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œ∫ÅƒŸ Ûπ◊É∂œ◊¡ … ¥œ∂¡÷ÅŒ…µ Îπ∂œ¥Ä∏À…Œ¡ œ¥∂≈ƒ≈ÃÖÃ…∑ÿ Œ≈ ∏ÉÃÿÀœ …»
ÃÇfiŒŸÕ… ∏¡ÃÄŒ∏¡Õ…, Œœ … …∑∏œ∂Çfi≈∑À…Õ ÀœŒ∏ÅÀ∑∏œÕ …» ◊œ™Œ … ¥œ»Éƒœ◊.
[Victories-NOM Suvorov-GEN and defeats-NOM Kuropatkin-GEN were-deter-
mined not only their personal talents-INST, but also historical context-INST their
wars-GEN and campaigns-GEN.]
Suvorov¢s victories and Kuropatkin¢s defeats were determined not only by their
personal talents , but also by the historical context of their wars and campaigns.

The next flight is a way to realize a trip home, a divorce is wielded as a threat, and talents
and context serve to determine military successes and failures. In the next example the
speaker declares that he was ready to pay any price as an instrument to dispel his depressing
thoughts:

Ï¿∫É™ √≈ŒÉ™ µ ⁄¡»œ∏ÅÃ …⁄∫Ä◊…∏ÿ∑µ œ∏ Ü∏…» ∏Ö÷À…» Õá∑Ã≈™.
[Any price-INST I-NOM wanted get-rid from these grave thoughts-GEN.]
I wanted to get rid of these grave thoughts at any price .

Now let¢s try something a bit more challenging:

ÉÕŒ¿ ∫Ã…∑∏Ä¿›…™, œ∑É∫≈ŒŒœ Ã¿ƒÿÕÇ, ∂≈∑∏œ∂ÄŒ Î∂á¤¡.
[Remember shining-ACC, especially people-INST, restaurant-ACC Krysha.]
I remember the Krysha restaurant, shining especially by means of the people there.

The restaurant shines in the memory of the speaker, and the reason it shines is because it
was filled with brilliant people. The people caused the brilliance that made the restaurant
shine. Or to follow the logic of the example, the restaurant shone by means of the people .
This use of the instrumental is very much parallel to English with in phrases like the air was
buzzing with bees , the yard was crawling with ants , the sky was glittering with stars . Here’s
a more typical Russian example:

É∑Ã≈ ¥œÅ⁄ƒÀ… À ÕÄ∏≈∂… … ƒœ ◊≈fiÅ∂Œ≈™ ∂¡∫É∏Ÿ ◊ ∂≈∑∏œ∂ÄŒ≈ œŒÄ π∑¥ÅÃ¡ π∫∂Ä∏ÿ
◊ À◊¡∂∏Ç∂≈, … ∏≈¥Å∂ÿ ÀÑxŒµ ∑…ÖÃ¡ fi…∑∏œ∏É™.
[After trip-GEN to mother-DAT and before evening work-GEN in restaurant-LOC
she-NOM managed clean-up in apartment-LOC, and now kitchen-NOM shone clean-
liness-INST.]
After visiting her mother and before her evening shift in the restaurant she managed
to clean up the apartment, and now the kitchen shone with cleanliness .

You¢ll also need some imagination to tackle an example like:

Ò ∏π∏ ¥∂œÅ⁄ƒœÕ.
[I-NOM here trip-INST.]
I¢m here on a trip  / I¢m just stopping through  here.
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The journey has facilitated the fact that the speaker is here; it has brought about his pres-
ence. The verbal activity in this example is ±being≤, and it is still valid even when the
present tense forms of the verb ∫Ÿ∏ÿ are omitted.

The instrument used can be very close to home, including a part of one¢s own person:

‚Ñƒπfi… ¡Õ≈∂…ÀÄŒ√≈Õ, œŒ ◊∑≈™ ƒπ¤É™ Õ≈fi∏ÄÃ ∂¡⁄∫œ«¡∏Å∏ÿ.
[Being American-INST, he-NOM all soul-INST dreamed get-rich.]
Being an American, he dreamed of getting rich with all his soul .

In this case the soul serves to facilitate dreams of riches.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 6—Actions facilitated by instruments

Expressions using INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS of the type ‘produce an action by means of X’
are quite common. Here is an example:

˜œŒ! — À∂ÇÀŒπÃ¡ ∆∂¡π Œ≈œ÷Çƒ¡ŒŒœ ⁄◊ÉŒÀ…Õ «ÉÃœ∑œÕ.
[Out! — shouted frau-NOM unexpectedly sonorous voice-INST.]
Out! — shouted the frau unexpectedly in a sonorous voice .

Often the instrumental item represents something necessary to the performance of the ac-
tion. The following combinations are standard fare:

∫∂œ∑Ä∏ÿ∑µ ÀÄÕŒµÕ… ‘throw stones ’
ƒ◊Ç«¡∏ÿ/ƒ◊ÇŒπ∏ÿ ∂πÀÉ™/Œœ«É™ ‘move one’s

hand/foot ’
À∂π∏Ç∏ÿ/⁄¡À∂π∏Ç∏ÿ ∂πÃ£Õ ‘turn a steering wheel ’
Õ¡»Ä∏ÿ/⁄¡Õ¡»Ä∏ÿ ∂πÀÉ™ ‘wave one¢s hand ’

Expressions of moving an item associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

¥œ÷Ä∏ÿ ¥Ã≈fiÄÕ… ‘shrug one¢s shoulders ’
¥œÀÄ⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ ¥ÄÃÿ√≈Õ ‘point one’s finger ’
¥œÀ∂á∏ÿ ∑∏ÉÃ ∑ÀÄ∏≈∂∏ÿ¿ ‘cover a table

with a tablecloth ’
»ÃÉ¥Œπ∏ÿ ƒ◊Å∂ÿ¿ ‘slam a door ’

These collocations, many of which involve body parts, function to some extent as fixed
phrases in Russian. Here are a few of them presented in context:

ÔŒÇ ÕÄ¤π∏ ∂πÀÄÕ…: ƒ¡ ÃÄƒŒœ ∏≈∫Å!
[They-NOM wave hands-INST: well all-right you-DAT!]
They wave their hands : that’s enough!

ÔŒ ∑∏œÖÃ ÀaÀ ¥¡∂¡ÃÇ∏…À, Œ≈ Õœ« ƒ◊ÇŒπ∏ÿ Œ… ∂πÀÉ™ Œ… Œœ«É™.
[He-NOM stood like paralytic-NOM, not was-able move neither arm-INST neither
leg-INST.]
He stood like a paralytic, unable to move either an arm or a leg .

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS can

express the item
necessary for an

action.
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ÔŒÄ ¥œÀ¡⁄ÄÃ¡ ¥ÄÃÿ√≈Õ Œ¡ ◊⁄Ã£∏Œπ¿ ¥Ãœ›ÄƒÀπ, œ∏ Àœ∏É∂œ™, À∂π∏Ö ¥∂œ¥ÅÃÃ≈∂œÕ,
œ∏ƒ≈ÃÖÃ∑µ ◊≈∂∏œÃ£∏.
[She-NOM showed finger-INST on take-off pad-ACC, from which-GEN, spinning
propeller-INST, separated helicopter-NOM.]
She pointed her finger  at the helipad, from which the helicopter, spinning its propel-
ler , was taking off.

The last example above contains two instances of this type of instrumental, one a fixed
collocation (¥œÀ¡⁄ÄÃ¡ ¥ÄÃÿ√≈Õ ‘pointed her finger ’), and one a relatively novel use (À∂π∏Ö
¥∂œ¥ÅÃÃ≈∂œÕ ‘spinning its propeller ’). Whether in a fixed collocation or in a more novel use
of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS to identify an item necessary to an action, the instrumental marks
the object through which the action is realized. Slamming takes place by means of a door ,
turning is actualized on the steering wheel , waving is done with the hand , etc. Here are a
few more examples to demonstrate the versatility of this meaning of the instrumental case:

ÔŒÇ …Œœ«ƒÄ ◊Ÿ»Éƒµ∏ ◊œ ƒ◊œ∂ … ∑¡ƒÖ∏∑µ Œ¡ ÃÄ◊œfiÀπ ¥œƒŸ¤Ä∏ÿ ∑◊Å÷…Õ
◊É⁄ƒπ»œÕ.
[They-NOM sometimes go-out in yard-ACC and sit on bench-ACC breathe fresh
air-INST.]
They sometimes go out in the yard and sit on the bench to breathe the fresh air .

‰Å◊œfiÀ¡ ∫Å«¡Ã¡ ◊ Àœ∂É∏≈ŒÿÀœ™ â∫œfiÀ≈, ∏∂µ∑ÃÄ ∑Õ≈¤ŒáÕ… Àœ∑ÇfiÀ¡Õ…, À¡fiÄÃ¡
ÀÑÀÃπ.
[Girl-NOM ran in short skirt-LOC, shook cute braids-INST, rocked doll-ACC.]
The girl ran in a short little skirt, shook her cute little braids , and rocked her doll.

ÔŒÄ ∑÷…ÕÄ≈∏ ⁄π∫ÄÕ… ∑…«¡∂Å∏π, ›£ÃÀ¡≈∏ ⁄¡÷…«ÄÃÀœ™ … ⁄¡∏Ö«…◊¡≈∏∑µ.
[She-NOM presses teeth-INST cigarette-ACC, flicks lighter-INST and takes-drag.]
She grips the cigarette with her teeth , flicks the lighter , and takes a drag.

In this next example, the nose indicates a direction for action in such a vivid way that no
verb (hold, point, move?) is needed:

ÛÃÅƒπ¿›…≈ ¥µ∏ÿ ƒŒ≈™ ƒÖƒµ ÎÉÃµ Ã≈÷Ç∏ ∫≈⁄ÕÉÃ◊ŒŸ™, ŒÉ∑œÕ ◊ ¥œ∏œÃÉÀ.
[Following five-ACC days-GEN uncle Kolya-NOM lies silent-NOM, nose-INST
in ceiling-ACC.]
For the next five days uncle Kolya lies silently, with his nose pointing  toward the
ceiling.

When Russians play chess, they of course move by means of the playing pieces, so it is
normal to use an expression like …ƒ∏Ç ∆≈∂⁄£Õ [walk queen-INST] °move the queen ¢. Here
is an example of this type of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS in sentences describing a woman apply-
ing cosmetics:

Instrumental: a means 6
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ÔŒÄ ¥∂œ◊≈ÃÄ ∂É⁄œ◊œ™ ÀÇ∑∏œfiÀœ™ ÉÀœÃœ «ÃÄ⁄.
[She-NOM drew pink brush-INST around eyes-GEN.]
She drew a pink brush  around her eyes.

An item can also use its own self as an instrument to realize an action:

ñ∏œ ¥∂≈ƒ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ≈∏ ∑œ∫É™ …∑ÀÃ¿fiÅŒ…≈.
[That-NOM represents self-INST exception-ACC.]
That in itself  represents an exception.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 7—Questions, adverbs, groups

Often an activity is not facilitated by an instrument, but it is brought about more abstractly
by some means. Here¢s a simple, very common example; you can think of it as meaning ‘By
what means  can I help you?’ There is no actual instrument involved, but there is something
that should serve as a catalyst for action:

˛≈Õ µ Õœ«Ñ ◊¡Õ ¥œÕÉfiÿ?
[What-INST I-NOM can you-DAT help?]
How  can I help you?

Note that in this and many of the examples of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS, it is possible to apply
the question How?  Similar to the adverbs of time and À∂π«ÉÕ listed above, the use of the
instrumental to describe how an action is performed has become so conventional that for
some words the instrumental case form is considered an adverb of manner; here are some
examples:

πÀ∂ÄƒÀœ™ stealthily
∫≈«ÉÕ at a run
¤Ä«œÕ at a walk
¥≈¤ÀÉÕ on foot
¥œÃ⁄ÀÉÕ at a crawl
◊≈∂»ÉÕ on horseback
∂Ä⁄œÕ at once
∏¡™ÀÉÕ secretly
À∂π«ÉÕ around

In this example, the adverb ∫≈«ÉÕ ‘at a run ’ depicts motion so vividly that the speaker
doesn’t even bother using a verb to describe her movements:

ß≈«ÉÕ ƒœ ÀÉÕŒ¡∏Ÿ, »◊¡∏Ä¿ ∑ÑÕÀπ … ∫≈«ÉÕ ÷≈ ƒœ ∂¡⁄ƒ≈◊ÄÃÀ….
[Run-INST to room-GEN, grab purse-ACC and run-INST also to cloak-room-GEN.]
I run to the room, grab my purse, and run again to the cloak-room.

Adverbs
expressing

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS.
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It is worth noting that this meaning of manner also motivates the use of fi≈Õ [what-INST]
°how, by what means; than’ and ∏eÕ [that-INST] °by that means’ with adverbs and com-
parative forms, as we see in the following common phrases:

ÏÑfi¤≈ ¥É⁄ƒŒœ, fi≈Õ Œ…Àœ«ƒÄ.
[Better late, what-INST never.]
Better late than never.

˛≈Õ ∫ÉÃÿ¤≈, ∏≈Õ ÃÑfi¤≈.
[What-INST more/bigger, that-INST better.]
The more/bigger, the better.

One way of describing how  something is done is by measuring the quantities involved; a
number or unit of measurement gives us this use of the instrumental, which is similar to the
English use of by with numerals:

ı÷Å Œ≈ ƒ≈∑Ö∏À¡Õ…, À¡À ¥∂Å÷ƒ≈, ∑É∏ŒµÕ… ⁄¡ Œ≈⁄¡ÀÉŒŒŸ™ ¥≈∂≈»Éƒ «∂¡ŒÇ√Ÿ
⁄¡ƒÅ∂÷…◊¡¿∏ Œ¡∂π¤Ç∏≈Ã≈™ ¥œ«∂¡ŒÇfiŒ…À….
[Already not tens-INST, like before, hundreds-INST for illegal crossing-ACC bor-
der-GEN detain violators-ACC border-guards-NOM.]
Border guards are not detaining violators for illegal border crossing by the tens  any
more like they used to, but by the hundreds .

This use of the instrumental is common in the metaphorical domain of mathematics, where
one multiplies one number by another, as in (note unusual stress):

˚Å∑∏ÿ¿ ¥µ∏ÿ — ∏∂Çƒ√¡∏ÿ.
[Six-INST five-NOM — thirty-NOM.]
Six times  five is thirty.

The same quantification of participants in an action can be expressed with words naming
groups marked by INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS. A common phrase based on this idea is ƒÅÃ¡∏ÿ
fi∏É-∏œ ◊∑≈™ ∑≈Õÿ£™ [do something-ACC all family-INST] ‘do something all together , as a
family ’. Here’s an example to demonstrate this usage:

ÔŒ Œ≈ ¥≈∂≈Œœ∑ÇÃ Å⁄ƒ…∏ÿ ◊ ÃÇ∆∏≈ ÀœÕ¥ÄŒ…≈™, œ∑∏¡◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ ◊ ⁄ÄÕÀŒπ∏œÕ
¥∂œ∑∏∂ÄŒ∑∏◊≈ ∑ Œ≈⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕŸÕ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀœÕ.
[He-NOM not endure ride in elevator-LOC group-INST, stay in closed space-LOC
with unfamiliar person-INST.]
He couldn’t stand riding in an elevator with other people (as part of a group) , stay-
ing in a closed space with an unfamiliar person.

Instrumental: a means 7
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INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 8—Person or object under control

Textbooks often give lists of verbs that govern the instrumental case, like ÀœÕÄŒƒœ◊¡∏ÿ
°command¢ and ∂πÀœ◊œƒÇ∏ÿ °lead, direct¢. Now it should be easy for you to see why verbs
with these meanings have instrumental objects. Just as the chess pieces are instruments of
players, so too can human beings serve as pawns to their leaders. Indeed government and
leadership cannot happen without there being someone to govern. The underlings are the
conduit for domination, which is realized through them. The very fact that we can use the
words pawns, conduit, through  in the sentences above should prove to you that the concept
is not impossibly foreign. Russian has taken this fairly natural concept of power requiring a
relationship to the powerless and made it a convention. This covers verbs with meanings
such as °manipulate¢ as well. Here are more words you should expect to see with INSTRUMEN-
TAL: A MEANS:

The concept of governing and having control works for both people and things. Here are a
couple of sentences so that you can see these words in action:

ê∂Õ…… ∫Ÿ◊Ä¿∏ ∂Ä⁄ŒŸ≈; ◊∑£ ⁄¡◊Ç∑…∏ œ∏ ∏œ«É, À∏œ ÇÕ… ÀœÕÄŒƒπ≈∏.
[Armies-NOM are various-NOM; everything-NOM depends from that-GEN, who-
NOM them-INST commands.]
There are different kinds of armies; everything depends on who commands them.

˜Ä¤≈ ∆…ŒÄŒ∑œ◊œ≈ ¥œÃœ÷ÅŒ…≈ π¥∂Éfi…∏∑µ, Å∑Ã… Œ¡Ñfi…∏≈∑ÿ ÃÑfi¤≈ π¥∂¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ
◊Ä¤…Õ ∫¿ƒ÷Å∏œÕ.
[Your financial situation-NOM becomes-stronger, if learn better manage your bud-
get-INST.]
Your financial situation will become stronger if you learn how to manage your bud-
get  better.

‘lead’
◊≈∂»œ◊Éƒ…∏ÿ

‘manage’
⁄¡◊Åƒœ◊¡∏ÿ
⁄¡◊Åƒœ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘managing, manage-
ment’
⁄¡◊Åƒπ¿›…™ ‘manager’

‘abuse’
⁄Ãœπ¥œ∏∂≈∫ÃÖ∏ÿ/⁄Ãœπ¥œ∏∂≈∫Ç∏ÿ
⁄Ãœπ¥œ∏∂≈∫ÃÅŒ…≈ ‘abuse’

‘command’
ÀœÕÄŒƒœ◊¡∏ÿ
ÀœÕÄŒƒœ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘commanding’

Âxpressions of governance and leadership associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘conduct (a musical group)’
ƒ…∂…÷Ç∂œ◊¡∏ÿ
ƒ…∂…÷Ç∂œ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘conducting’

‘use’
¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/◊œ∑¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ
¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘use’

‘govern’
¥∂Ä◊…∏ÿ
¥∂¡◊ÃÅŒ…≈ ‘governing, government’

‘lead’
¥∂≈ƒ◊œƒÇ∏≈Ãÿ∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ
¥∂≈ƒ◊œƒÇ∏≈Ãÿ∑∏◊œ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘leading’

‘manage’
∂¡∑¥œ∂µ÷Ä∏ÿ∑µ/∂¡∑¥œ∂µƒÇ∏ÿ∑µ
∂¡∑¥œ∂µ÷ÅŒ…≈ ‘managing, manage-
ment’

‘lead, direct’
∂πÀœ◊œƒÇ∏ÿ
∂πÀœ◊Éƒ∑∏◊œ ‘leadership, guidance’

‘govern, administer, manage’
π¥∂¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ
π¥∂¡◊ÃÅŒ…≈ ‘governing, govern-
ment’

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS with

words meaning
domination.
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INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 9—Person or object possessed

If items governed are the instruments of their governors, then it does not take a large
mental leap to view them as possessions. The connection between ±having≤ and ±having
control over≤ is a natural one. And indeed, there are a number of Russian words that express
possession and require the use of the instrumental case for the object possessed. Here are
some examples:

Of course not all words meaning °possess¢ have instrumental objects. The verb …ÕÅ∏ÿ °have’
uses the accusative, and the most normal way to say °have’ in Russian is by using the π +
GEN ≈∑∏ÿ + NOM construction, which literally means °by someone there is’. However, all
of the words that use the instrumental imply a possession that involves more than just ±hav-
ing”; they actually equate ±having” with ±having control over”. Here are some examples so
that you can see how these words are used in the context of sentences:

ÌŸ Œ≈ ∂¡∑¥œÃ¡«Ä≈Õ ∏¡ÀÇÕ… ∑∂Åƒ∑∏◊¡Õ….
[We-NOM not have-at-disposal such means-INST.]
We don’t have the means  at our disposal. / We don’t have that kind of money .

ìŒ œ∫Ã¡ƒÄÃ À∂¡∑Ç◊ŸÕ ŒÇ⁄À…Õ ∫¡∂…∏ÉŒœÕ πƒ…◊Ç∏≈ÃÿŒœ«œ ∏ÅÕ∫∂¡.
[He-NOM possessed a beautiful deep baritone-INST surprising timbre-GEN.]
He possessed a beautiful deep baritone of surprising timbre.

È ◊œ∏ Ì¡∂Ñ∑≈™ œ◊Ã¡ƒÅÃœ fiÑ◊∑∏◊œ ∏∂≈◊É«….
[And then Marusya-INST took-possession feeling-NOM alarm-GEN.]
And then a feeling of alarm took possession of Marusya .

Sharing is a special kind of possession, and certainly involves power and control. The Rus-
sian word ƒ≈ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ/¥œƒ≈ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ °share’ also uses the instrumental case, as we see in this
example:

˜∑≈ ÕŸ ¥œ Éfi≈∂≈ƒ… ƒ≈ÃÇÃ…∑ÿ ŒÉ◊œ™ …Œ∆œ∂ÕÄ√…≈™.
[All we-NOM along line-DAT shared new information-INST.]
We all in turn shared new information .

Instrumental: a means 9
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Expressions of possession associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘possess’
◊Ã¡ƒÅ∏ÿ
◊Ã¡ƒÅŒ…≈ ‘possession’

‘have control of’
◊œ∂Éfi¡∏ÿ
◊œ∂Éfi¡Œ…≈ ‘controlling’

‘possess’
œ∫Ã¡ƒÄ∏ÿ
œ∫Ã¡ƒÄŒ…≈ ‘possession’

‘take possession of’
œ◊Ã¡ƒ≈◊Ä∏ÿ/œ◊Ã¡ƒÅ∏ÿ
œ◊Ã¡ƒ≈◊ÄŒ…≈ ‘taking possession of’

‘have at one’s disposal’
∂¡∑¥œÃ¡«Ä∏ÿ
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There are a few other words involving the manipulation of possessions which you should
expect to see with the instrumental, among them:

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS with

words meaning
positive and

negative
evaluation.

Filling and occupying are also a kind of manipulation, and can involve the body and the
mind as well:

‘be/get sick with’
∫œÃÅ∏ÿ/⁄¡∫œÃÅ∏ÿ
∫ÉÃ≈Œ ‘sick’

Expressions of filling and occupying associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘be occupied with, study’
⁄¡Œ…ÕÄ∏ÿ∑µ
⁄¡ŒÖ∏…≈ ‘occupation, studies’

‘be filled with’
…∑¥œÃŒÖ∏ÿ∑µ/…∑¥ÉÃŒ…∏ÿ∑µ
¥ÉÃœŒ ‘full of’

‘get filled up with’
Œ¡¥œÃŒÖ∏ÿ∑µ/Œ¡¥ÉÃŒ…∏ÿ∑µ

‘suffer from’
∑∏∂¡ƒÄ∏ÿ

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 10—Positive/negative evaluation

We will need to make one more mental leap in order to finish out our tour of the conduit
meaning of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS, and we can rely on what we know about English to help
us once again. Remember that in English we can use the word enjoy  as a synonym for have
(at one’s disposal) . So we can say things like Judy Garland enjoyed tremendous popularity  or I
hope to enjoy good health for many years to come  or Bill Gates enjoys both fame and
fortune. In a certain sense, one has to have something in order to appreciate it. However,
this evaluation can be both positive or negative, and Russian takes advantage of both of
these options. Here are some words that use the instrumental in this meaning:

‘be indignant at’
◊œ⁄Õπ›Ä∏ÿ∑µ/◊œ⁄Õπ∏Ç∏ÿ∑µ
◊œ⁄Õπ›£Œ ‘indignant at’
◊œ⁄Õπ›ÅŒ…≈ ‘indignation at’

Expressions of enjoyment and strong emotion associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘be delighted with’
◊œ∑∏œ∂«Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘be carried away by, admire’
◊œ∑»…›Ä∏ÿ∑µ/◊œ∑»…∏Ç∏ÿ∑µ
◊œ∑»…›ÅŒ…≈ ‘delight, admiration’

‘abhor, disdain’
«Œπ¤Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ«Œπ¤Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘be proud of’
«œ∂ƒÇ∏ÿ∑µ
«œ∂ƒ ‘proud of’

‘trade’
∏œ∂«œ◊Ä∏ÿ
∏œ∂«É◊≈√ ‘merchant, trader’
∏œ∂«É◊Ãµ ‘trade, commerce’

Expressions of exchange associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘sacrifice, give up’
÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œ÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ
÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡Œ…≈/¥œ÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡Œ…≈
‘sacrificing/sacrifice’

‘waive, forgo’
¥œ∑∏π¥Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ∑∏π¥Ç∏ÿ∑µ

‘supply, provide’
∑Œ¡∫÷Ä∏ÿ/∑Œ¡∫ƒÇ∏ÿ
∑Œ¡∫÷ÅŒ…≈ ‘supply, supplying’

‘exchange’
Õ≈ŒÖ∏ÿ∑µ
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These examples will give you an idea of how these words are used:

ˆÇ⁄Œÿ¿ ∑◊œÅ™ µ ◊ É∫›≈Õ-∏œ ƒœ◊ÉÃ≈Œ.
[Life own-INST I-NOM in general-LOC satisfied-NOM.]
In general I am satisfied with my life .

Ç¤π›…≈ Œ≈ Éfi≈Œÿ ƒœ∂œ÷Ä∏ ∑◊œÅ™ ∂¡∫É∏œ™.
[Writing-NOM not very value own work-INST.]
People who write do not really value their work .

ÔŒ π◊Ã£À∑µ ◊Ÿ∂Ä›…◊¡Œ…≈Õ «∂…∫É◊.
[He-NOM became-mad-about cultivating-INST mushrooms-GEN.]
He became mad about cultivating  mushrooms.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 11—The passive agent

The examples we have seen of the conduit  meaning of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS are based
on this model: a nominative subject + an active verb form + an instrumental conduit  +
whatever else is in the sentence. The crucial item here is the active verb; this doesn’t neces-
sarily mean that any real activity is going on, it just means that the verb is not passive. You
can think of active as being the default mode for most verbs, where the nominative subject
serves as the energy source for the verb. When you have a passive verb, the nominative
subject is not the energy source for the verb. Active is about doing something. Passive is
about something being done, by someone or something else, the passive agent . Given what
we already know about the instrumental case, it is no surprise that Russians use it to mark
the passive agent, since it is the someone or something by means of which the verbal action
takes place. The construction that we are going to be looking at now contains the following
elements: a nominative subject + a passive verb form + an instrumental passive agent  +
whatever else is in the sentence.

Instrumental: a means 1 1

INSTRUMENTAL: A
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Expressions of enjoyment and strong emotion associated with INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS

‘be satisfied with’
ƒœ◊ÉÃÿ∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/
πƒœ◊ÉÃÿ∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ
ƒœ◊ÉÃ≈Œ ‘satisfied with’
ƒœ◊ÉÃÿ∑∏◊œ ‘satisfaction with’

‘value’
ƒœ∂œ÷Ç∏ÿ

‘be interested’
…Œ∏≈∂≈∑œ◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘enjoy’
Œ¡∑Ã¡÷ƒÄ∏ÿ∑µ
Œ¡∑Ã¡÷ƒÅŒ…≈ ‘enjoyment’

‘be fascinated by’
¥Ã≈ŒÖ∏ÿ∑µ

‘despise’
¥∂≈Œ≈∫∂≈«Ä∏ÿ

‘be mad about, get carried away with’
π◊Ã≈ÀÄ∏ÿ∑µ/π◊ÃÅfiÿ∑µ
π◊Ã≈fiÅŒ…≈ ‘passion for, enthusiasm
for’

‘boast of’
»◊¡ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ»◊¡ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ
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Russian has two ways to express passive verbal action: either by adding -∑µ/-∑ÿ to the
verb or by using passive participles (past passive participles are the most common and are
formed from verbs by adding -Œ or -∏ and act like adjectives; here are some examples:
∑ƒÅÃ¡ŒŒŸ™ °done¢, ÀÑ¥Ã≈ŒŒŸ™ °bought¢, œ∏À∂á∏Ÿ™ °opened¢). Unfortunately -∑µ/-∑ÿ is
not a reliable indicator of passive verb forms, but it can alert you to the possibility that you
might be looking at a passive verb. When you have a past passive participle, on the other
hand, you can be certain that you have a passive verb form. In general, -∑µ/-∑ÿ will be used
with imperfective verbs, whereas the past passive participle will be used with perfective
verbs.

Sometimes there is an obvious correspondence between the active and passive voices.
For example, we can talk about students reading books in a variety of ways: Û∏πƒÅŒ∏Ÿ
fi…∏Ä¿∏ Ü∏… ÀŒÇ«… [Students-NOM read these books-ACC] °Students read these books’, or
ñ∏… ÀŒÇ«… fi…∏Ä¿∏∑µ ∑∏πƒÅŒ∏¡Õ… [These books-NOM are-read students-INST] °These
books are read by students ¢, or ñ∏… ÀŒÇ«… ∫áÃ… ¥∂œfiÇ∏¡ŒŸ ∑∏πƒÅŒ∏¡Õ… [These books-
NOM were read students-INST] °These books were read by students ¢, or even ñ∏… ÀŒÇ«…,
fi…∏Ä≈ÕŸ≈ ∑∏πƒÅŒ∏¡Õ… [These books-NOM, read students-INST] °These books, read by
students ¢. In examples like this it is clear that the instrumental passive agent plays the same
role as the nominative subject in the corresponding active sentence. This correspondence
will not always be so clear, but it is the conceptual motive for the use of the instrumental
with passive verb forms. Here are some typical examples employing passive verb forms:

È ƒÄÃÿ¤≈ ◊∑£ Ü∏œ ◊œ∑¥∂…Œ…ÕÄÃœ∑ÿ ŒÄÕ… Ã…¤ÿ …⁄ƒ≈◊Ä∏≈Ãÿ∑À….
[And further all this-NOM was-perceived us-INST only scoffingly.]
And what¢s more, all this was perceived by us  only scoffingly.

ñ∏… ƒ≈ÀÃ¡∂Ä√…… Œ≈ ¥œƒ∏◊≈∂÷ƒÄÃ…∑ÿ À¡ÀÇÕ…-Ã…∫œ ∆ÄÀ∏¡Õ….
[These declarations-NOM not were-confirmed any facts-INST.]
These declarations were not confirmed by any facts whatsoever .

· ∏≈Ã≈◊Ç⁄œ∂ π Œ¡∑ ≈∑∏ÿ — ∑∏Ä∂Ÿ™ <<Î˜Ó-49>>, ∫∂É¤≈ŒŒŸ™ ∏£∏≈™ ÛÉŒ≈™.
[But television-NOM by us-GEN is — old KVN-49-NOM, thrown-NOM aunt Sonya-
INST.]
But we do have a television — an old KVN-49 thrown out by aunt Sonya .

˜¥≈∂◊á≈ “œ⁄ÉŒœ◊¡µ ƒŸ∂Ä” Œ¡ƒ ·Œ∏Ä∂À∏…Àœ™ ∫ŸÃÄ œ∫Œ¡∂Ñ÷≈Œ¡ ∑¥≈√…¡ÃÇ∑∏¡Õ…
◊ 1981 «œƒÑ.
[First “ozone hole”-NOM above Antarctica-INST was discovered-NOM special-
ists-INST in 1981 year-LOC.]
The “ozone hole” above Antarctica was first discovered by specialists  in 1981.

ÚÑ∫≈Œ∑ ∂…∑œ◊ÄÃ ∫≈⁄ÑÕŒŸ» ∑◊œ≈«É ◊∂ÅÕ≈Œ…, ÌπŒÀ ∑¡Õ ∫áÃ œƒ≈∂÷ÇÕ
Õ¡Œ…¡ÀÄÃÿŒœ™ ƒ≈¥∂Å∑∑…≈™.
[Rubens-NOM drew madmen-ACC own time-GEN, Munch himself-NOM was af-
flicted-NOM manic depression-INST.]
Rubens drew the madmen of his time, and Munch was himself afflicted by manic
depression .

-∑µ/-∑ÿ some-
times indicates

passive, passive
participles

always indicate
passive.

Comparison of
passive and

active.
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There are a few ways in which the conduit  and passive agent  type of instrumental overlap.
On the one hand, it is fairly common for adjectives to be used to express being in a certain
state, and this is something that they share with past passive participles (which are, after all,
adjectives derived from verbs) and many -∑µ/-∑ÿ verbs. Take an example like:

£∏∂ ∑…Õ¥¡∏Çfi≈Œ ∑◊œÅ™ Ç∑À∂≈ŒŒœ∑∏ÿ¿.
[Pyotr-NOM likeable-NOM own sincerity-INST.]
Pyotr is likeable for his sincerity .

Is Pyotr using his sincerity as a tool to make himself likeable, or is sincerity the agent in
bringing about his state of likeableness? It probably doesn¢t matter. On the other hand,
sometimes even when you have a passive verb form, an instrumental item can identify
either an instrument or an agent, and sometimes you can¢t tell for sure.

Ó¡ ∑À¡ÕÿÅ ∑…ƒÇ∏ ÷ÅŒ›…Œ¡, œÀÑ∏¡ŒŒ¡µ fi£∂Œœ™ ¤ÄÃÿ¿.
[On bench-LOC sits woman-NOM, wrapped-NOM black shawl-INST.]
On the bench sits a woman wrapped in a black shawl .

Here the shawl is almost certainly not the agent, but an instrument, the conduit  for an act of
wrapping carried out by the woman herself or someone else. But what about this example:

ÔŒÇ œ∫fl≈ƒ…Œ≈Œá É∫›…Õ «É∂≈Õ.
[They-NOM united-NOM shared grief-INST.]
They are united by shared grief .

Have they (or someone else) performed the uniting by using shared grief (as a conduit ), or
is shared grief the agent that has united them? Once again, it doesn¢t really matter. One of
the beauties of language is that there is room for ambiguity and overlap.

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS 12—An agent with no subject

You may have noticed that Russian can form sentences without subjects. With the raw
force  use of INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS, you get sentences based on the model of ±something
happened by means of X ≤, where X is the instrumental item, but there is no agent in sight.
The effect is rather similar to the conduit  reading of the example with shared grief  just
above, but raw force uses active instead of passive verb forms, and the verb forms are
neuter singular, the ±default mode≤ for verbs that have no subject. Raw force  is typically
used to express the production of smells, movements of air, and other agentless (and fre-
quently disastrous) acts of God. The most common verb to use the instrumental this way is
¥Ä»Œπ∏ÿ °smell¢, as in:

Ä»Ãœ «œ∂Öfi…Õ »ÃÅ∫œÕ …⁄ ∏É∑∏≈∂¡.
[Smelled hot bread-INST from toaster-GEN.]
There was a smell of hot bread  from the toaster.

Instrumental: a means 12

INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS can
express raw
force in an event
with no agent.

Ambiguity
between conduit
and passive
agent uses of
INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS.

Smells and drafts
as raw forces
expressed by
INSTRUMENTAL: A
MEANS.
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The verbs Œ≈∑∏Ç and œ∏ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ can both mean °reek, stink¢ and work the same way; so one
could say œ∏ Œ≈£ Œ≈∑£∏/œ∏ƒ¡£∏ ◊ÉƒÀœ™ [from her-GEN reeks/stinks vodka-INST] °she reeks/
stinks of vodka ¢. This construction also works for drafts of air, as in: œ∏ ∂≈ÀÇ ¥œ∏µŒÑÃœ
¥∂œ»ÃÄƒœ™ [from river-GEN wafted chill-INST] °a chill  came off the river¢ and can be used
metaphorically as in the common expression ◊Å≈∏ ◊≈∑ŒÉ™ [blows spring-INST] °spring  is in
the air¢.

Perhaps the most peculiar use of the raw force  meaning is the one that expresses the
±acts of God≤ referred to above. These subjectless sentences can have an accusative object,
and are usually translated into English with passive forms. Here are some examples:

ÌÄÃÿfi…À¡ ⁄¡ƒ¡◊ÇÃœ ‹Ã≈À∏∂ÇfiÀœ™.
[Boy-ACC ran-over commuter-train-INST.]
The boy was run over by a commuter train .

Ëœ∏Ç∏≈ ⁄Œ¡∏ÿ, fi∏œ fiÑ◊∑∏◊π≈∏ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀ, Àœ«ƒÄ ≈«É ¥≈∂≈÷…«Ä≈∏ ¤¡∂œ◊É™ ÕÉÃŒ…≈™?
[Want know, what-ACC feels person-NOM, when him-ACC burns ball lightning-
INST?]
Do you want to know what a person feels when he is burned by ball lightning ?

ÏÉƒÀπ ¥≈∂≈◊≈∂ŒÑÃœ ◊œÃŒÉ™.
[Boat-ACC overturned wave-INST.]
The boat was overturned by a wave .

INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL 1—Being, becoming, seeming

INSTRUMENTAL: A MEANS is devoted to em-
powering Russians to express how an item
can cause or facilitate the action of a verb.
The remaining uses of the instrumental, IN-
STRUMENTAL: A LABEL, INSTRUMENTAL: AN AD-
JUNCT, and INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK, re-
late the instrumental item not to a verb, but
to another item. The type of relationship,
however, remains the same. The instrumen-
tal is something peripheral in relation to something else: an accessory, a companion, or a
backgrounded landmark.

Although a label can be permanent, it doesn¢t have to be, and is often associated with a
certain period of time for which it is valid. A label tells you how to categorize something,
what set of things it belongs to. Very often INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL is used with verbs mean-
ing °be¢ or °become¢ to describe labels with a varying degree of impermanence:

Ó≈ ∑œÕŒ≈◊Ä¿∑ÿ ◊ ∏œÕ, fi∏œ ∏œ∏ ∂œÕÄŒ ∫ŸÃ ¥¡∂Éƒ…≈™.
[Not doubt in that-LOC, that that novel-NOM was parody-INST.]
I do not doubt that that novel was a parody .

INSTRUMENTAL: A
LABEL with non-

permanent
labels.

I

INSTRUMENTAL:: A LABEL (circle labeled I)
is juxtaposed with another item (other circle)

Acts of God as
raw forces

expressed by
INSTRUMENTAL: A

MEANS.

Relation of
INSTRUMENTAL: A

MEANS to the
other uses of the

instrumental.
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‚Ñƒπfi… ∂≈◊œÃ¿√…œŒÅ∂œÕ, œŒ Õ≈fi∏ÄÃ ƒœ∫Ç∏ÿ∑µ ∑¥∂¡◊≈ƒÃÇ◊œ∑∏….
[Being revolutionary-INST, he-NOM dreamed achieve justice-GEN.]
Being a revolutionary , he dreamed of achieving justice.

‚≈ƒÄ ◊ ∏œÕ, fi∏œ »œ∂É¤…™ ¥…∑Ä∏≈Ãÿ, ∂≈¤Ç◊ ∑∏¡∏ÿ ◊≈ÃÇÀ…Õ, ¥≈∂≈∑∏¡£∏ ∫Ÿ∏ÿ
»œ∂É¤…Õ.
[Trouble-NOM in that-LOC, that good writer-NOM, having-decided become great-
INST, stops be good-INST.]
The trouble is that a good writer, once he has decided to become great , stops being
good .

ÔŒ ∑∏¡Ã ∆¡ŒÄ∏…ÀœÕ ¥πŒÀ∏πÄ√…….
[He-NOM became fanatic-INST punctuation-GEN.]
He became a punctuation fanatic .

Note that even oneself  can behave like a label. In English we can say things like Just be
yourself  or He¢s not acting like himself this morning , and Russians also use this concept of
a self that can be viewed from various perspectives:

Ó≈ ÕÉ÷≈∏ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀ œƒŒœ◊∂≈ÕÅŒŒœ ∫Ÿ∏ÿ ∑œ∫É™ … Œ¡»œƒÇ∏ÿ∑µ ∂ÖƒœÕ.
[Not can person-NOM simultaneously be self-INST and be-located beside.]
A person cannot simultaneously be himself  and be outside of himself.

We also have the sense that when something is true to its label (rather than using it as a
disguise), then it is a genuine article. The Russian saying ƒ∂Ñ÷∫¡ ƒ∂Ñ÷∫œ™, ¡ ∑ÃÑ÷∫¡
∑ÃÑ÷∫œ™ [friendship-NOM friendship-INST, but service-NOM service-INST] °friendship
is friendship , but work is work ¢ captures the idea that friendship is all about friendship, just
as work is all about work; the two items are pure and cannot be mixed together. Perhaps the
closest English equivalent would be Let’s not mix business with pleasure .

There are many words that serve more or less as synonyms of °be¢ and °become¢ and
share this construction of NOMINATIVE: A NAME + verb + INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL, and all roughly
mean °X is a Y¢, where X is a specific item, and Y is the category used to label it. Here are
some of these words:

‘behave oneself as’
◊≈∑∏Ç ∑≈∫Ö

‘look like’
◊á«Ãµƒ≈∏ÿ

‘grow up to be’
◊á∂¡∑∏…

Expressions of being and becoming associated with INSTRUMENTAL:: A LABEL

‘appear, be mentioned as’
⁄ŒÄfi…∏ÿ∑µ

‘seem, appear’
À¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘be named’
Œ¡⁄Ÿ◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ/Œ¡⁄◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘turn into’
œ∫œ∂Äfi…◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/œ∫≈∂ŒÑ∏ÿ∑µ

‘turn out to be’
œÀÄ⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘stay, remain, continue to be’
œ∑∏¡◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ/œ∑∏Ä∏ÿ∑µ

Instrumental:: a label 1

INSTRUMENTAL: A
LABEL with
words meaning
‘be’, ‘become’.
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Here are a few examples of these verbs being used to apply the INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL:

˙¡ ∑Ñ∏À… ∑œ∑∏œÖŒ…≈ ∫œÃÿŒÉ«œ Œ≈⁄Œ¡fiÇ∏≈ÃÿŒœ Õ≈ŒÖ≈∏∑µ ∏œ ◊ ÃÑfi¤π¿, ∏œ ◊
»Ñƒ¤π¿ ∑∏É∂œŒπ, Œœ É∫›¡µ À¡∂∏ÇŒ¡ œ∑∏¡£∏∑µ Œ≈…⁄ÕÅŒŒœ ∏µ÷£Ãœ™.
[Beyond day-ACC condition-NOM patient-GEN imperceptibly changes that in bet-
ter-ACC, that in worse side-ACC, but general picture-NOM remains invariably se-
rious-INST.]
In the course of a day the patient’s condition changes imperceptibly alternately for
the better and for the worse, but the general picture remains invariably serious .

œfi≈ÕÑ µ ∑ ∏¡ÀÇÕ ◊œ∏ Ã…√ÉÕ Œ≈ ∂œƒ…ÃÄ∑ÿ Õπ÷fiÇŒœ™?
[Why I-NOM with such-INST here face-INST not born man-INST?]
With a face like this, why wasn’t I born a man?

‚Ä™∂œŒ ¥œ«Ç∫ ∑∂¡◊ŒÇ∏≈ÃÿŒœ ÕœÃœƒáÕ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀœÕ.
[Byron-NOM died relatively young person-INST.]
Byron died a relatively young man .

When a label is applied metaphorically, INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL has the power to invoke
a comparison, stating that °X is like a Y¢, in cases where we know that X cannot literally be
a Y. The next two examples were inspired by a visit to the zoo, where the author found that
the animals reminded him of various people:

Ù…«∂ ∫ŸÃ ¥∂…πÀ∂Ä¤≈ŒŒœ™ ÀÉ¥…≈™ Û∏ÄÃ…Œ¡.
[Tiger-NOM was made-over copy-INST Stalin-GEN.]
The tiger was a made-over copy  of Stalin.

INSTRUMENTAL: A
LABEL used to
mean ‘is like.’

Expressions of being and becoming associated with INSTRUMENTAL:: A LABEL (continued)

‘die (as)’
¥œ«Ç∫Œπ∏ÿ

‘pretend to be’
¥∂≈ƒ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂≈ƒ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ∑µ

‘pretend to be’
¥∂…∏◊œ∂Ö∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂…∏◊œ∂Ç∏ÿ∑µ

‘work (as)’
∂¡∫É∏¡∏ÿ

‘be born (as)’
∂œƒÇ∏ÿ∑µ

‘proclaim, report oneself (as)’
∑À¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘serve (as)’
∑Ãπ÷Ç∏ÿ

‘be known (as), pass for’
∑ÃŸ∏ÿ/¥∂œ∑Ãá∏ÿ

‘be’
∑œ∑∏œÖ∏ÿ

‘be considered’
∑fi…∏Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘get a job (as)’
π∑∏∂Ä…◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/π∑∏∂É…∏ÿ∑µ

‘be listed (as)’
fiÇ∑Ã…∏ÿ∑µ

‘feel (like)’
fiÑ◊∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œfiÑ◊∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ ∑≈∫Ö

‘be’
µ◊ÃÖ∏ÿ∑µ
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Ô∂¡Œ«π∏ÄŒ« ◊á«Ãµƒ≈Ã ∑∏¡∂Å¿›…Õ ¡À∏£∂œÕ, ⁄¡ ¥Ã≈fiÄÕ… π Àœ∏É∂œ«œ ∫Ñ∂Œ¡µ
÷…⁄Œÿ.
[Orangutang-NOM looked-like aging actor-INST, behind shoulders-INST by whom-
GEN stormy life-NOM.]
The orangutang looked like an aging actor  with a stormy life behind him.

INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL can be applied even when there is no triggering word. Note its
use in the following two examples, where it has a meaning similar to English ‘like’ or ‘as’:

˜œÀ∂Ñ« Œ≈«É ⁄á∫À…Õ «œÃπ∫áÕ ∏πÕÄŒœÕ ¥ÃŸ◊£∏ ƒŸÕ.
[Around him-GEN quivering blue cloud-INST floats smoke-NOM.]
Smoke floats around him in the form of a quivering blue cloud .

ÔƒŒœ∑≈ÃÿfiÄŒ≈ Œ¡¤ÃÇ ≈«É Õ£∂∏◊ŸÕ.
[Fellow-villagers-NOM found him-ACC dead-INST.]
His fellow villagers found him dead .

Consistent with the construction in the last example above, it is common for verbs with
meanings like °consider¢, °choose¢, °make¢ to apply the INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL to the items
marked as their accusative direct objects. Here are a few examples to show you how this
works:

ÌÉ÷≈∏ ∫Ÿ∏ÿ œŒ ◊œ⁄ÿÕ£∏ ∏≈∫Ö Œ¡ ∂¡∫É∏π Àœ∂∂ÅÀ∏œ∂œÕ.
[May be he-NOM will-take you-ACC on work-ACC proof-reader-INST.]
Maybe he will give you a job as a proof-reader .

Ù≈Ã≈◊Çƒ≈Œ…≈ ƒÅÃ¡≈∏ ÕÇ∂ ¥ÃÉ∑À…Õ … ¥∂…Õ…∏Ç◊ŒŸÕ.
[Television-NOM makes world-ACC flat-INST and primitive-INST.]
Television makes the world flat  and primitive .

˜∂¡fi Œ¡⁄◊ÄÃ fiÑƒœÕ ∏œ, fi∏œ ∑≈Õ…ƒ≈∑µ∏…¤≈∑∏…ÃÅ∏Œ…™ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀ, ¥≈∂≈Œ£∑¤…™
40-Õ…ŒÑ∏Œπ¿ ÀÃ…ŒÇfi≈∑Àπ¿ ∑Õ≈∂∏ÿ, ÷…◊£∏ π÷Å ƒ◊≈ Œ≈ƒÅÃ….
[Doctor-NOM named miracle-INST that-ACC, that seventy-six-year-old man-NOM,
experienced-NOM 40-minute clinical death-ACC, lives already two weeks-ACC.]
The doctor called it a miracle  that a seventy-six-year-old man who had been clini-
cally dead for 40 minutes, has survived for two weeks thus far.

ÛÃÑfi¡™ Ü∏œ∏ ∑¥≈√…¡ÃÇ∑∏Ÿ ƒœ ∑…» ¥œ∂ ∑fi…∏Ä¿∏ Œ≈∫Ÿ◊ÄÃŸÕ.
[Case this-ACC specialists-NOM to this time-GENT consider unprecedented-INST.]
Specialists consider this case to be unprecedented .

Among the words that use this structure of [NOMINATIVE: A NAME + verb + ACCUSATIVE: A

DIRECTION + INSTRUMENTAL: A LABEL], you will find the following:

Instrumental:: an label 2

INSTRUMENTAL: A
LABEL with

words meaning
‘apply a label’.
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INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT 1 — Companions

It is no accident that the two relationships expressed in English by
the word with  can both be translated using the instrumental case in
Russian. È◊ÄŒ ∂Å⁄¡Ã »ÃÅ∫ Œœ÷ÉÕ [Ivan-NOM cut bread-ACC knife-
INST] °Ivan cut bread with a knife ¢ is of course an example of INSTRU-
MENTAL: A MEANS, whereas Û≈∑∏∂Ä «œ◊œ∂ÇÃ¡ ∑ È◊ÄŒœÕ [Sister-NOM
talked with Ivan-INST] °Sister was talking with Ivan ¢ is an example of
INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT. Russian is more fastidious than English,
reserving the use of the preposition ∑ °with¢ only for INSTRUMENTAL: AN

ADJUNCT to introduce an accomplice, companion, or other peripheral
adjunct to an item of more central importance.

Just about any activity that a person engages in can become a joint
project when there is someone else to share it with, as we see in these
examples:

ÔŒÄ ¥∂≈ƒ¥œfi…∏ÄÃ¡ ∏Ç»π¿ ÷…⁄Œÿ ∑ ÕÑ÷≈Õ … ƒ◊πÕÖ ƒ≈∏ÿÕÇ.
[She-NOM preferred quiet life-ACC with husband-INST and
two children-INST.]
She preferred a quiet life with her husband  and two children .

œƒfi£∂À…◊¡≈∏∑µ, fi∏œ ∑π›≈∑∏◊Ñ¿∏ ◊œ⁄ÕÉ÷Œœ∑∏… ƒÃµ
ÕŒœ«œ∑∏œ∂ÉŒŒ≈«œ ∑œ∏∂ÑƒŒ…fi≈∑∏◊¡ ∑ Ìœ∑À◊É™ … ƒÃµ
∂¡⁄◊Ç∏…µ ∏œ∂«É◊Ÿ» ÀœŒ∏ÄÀ∏œ◊.
[Emphasizes, that exist opportunities-NOM for multi-lateral collaboration-GEN with
Moscow-INST and for development-GEN commercial contacts-GEN.]
It should be emphasized that there exist opportunities for multi-lateral collaboration
with Moscow  and for the development of commercial contacts.

Many activities that are part of interpersonal relationships require a partner to engage with .
All of the words below can use ∑ °with¢ to name such a partner:

‘imagine (as)’
◊œœ∫∂¡÷Ä∏ÿ/◊œœ∫∂¡⁄Ç∏ÿ

‘select (as)’
◊Ÿ∫…∂Ä∏ÿ/◊á∫∂¡∏ÿ

‘make’
ƒÅÃ¡∏ÿ/∑ƒÅÃ¡∏ÿ

‘find (as)’
⁄¡∑∏¡◊Ä∏ÿ/⁄¡∑∏Ä∏ÿ

Words meaning ‘apply a label to an item’ associated with INSTRUMENTAL:: A LABEL

‘elect (as)’
…⁄∫…∂Ä∏ÿ/…⁄∫∂Ä∏ÿ

‘depict, portray, represent (as)’
…⁄œ∫∂¡÷Ä∏ÿ/…⁄œ∫∂¡⁄Ç∏ÿ

‘appoint, nominate (as)’
Œ¡⁄Œ¡fiÄ∏ÿ/Œ¡⁄ŒÄfi…∏ÿ

‘name’
Œ¡⁄Ÿ◊Ä∏ÿ/Œ¡⁄◊Ä∏ÿ

‘declare, announce’
œ∫flµ◊ÃÖ∏ÿ/œ∫flµ◊Ç∏ÿ

‘recognize (as)’
¥∂…⁄Œ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/¥∂…⁄ŒÄ∏ÿ

‘consider’
∑fi…∏Ä∏ÿ

I

INSTRUMENTAL:: AN

ADJUNCT (circle
labeled I) is an

adjunct of another
item (other circle)

INSTRUMENTAL: AN

ADJUNCT with ∑
‘with’.

∑ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: AN ADJUNCT

with companions.

∑ + INSTRUMENTAL:
AN ADJUNCT with

interpersonal
relationships.
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The following examples illustrate the use of INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT with these words:

Ò Ã¿∫Ãâ ◊Åfi≈∂ ¥Ö∏Œ…√Ÿ: ÕÉ÷Œœ ¥œ∑…ƒÅ∏ÿ ¥œƒÉÃÿ¤≈ ⁄¡ ∑∏œÃÉÕ, ¥œ◊œ⁄Ç∏ÿ∑µ
∑ ∂≈∫Ö∏¡Õ…, πÃœ÷Ç∏ÿ …» Œ¡ ¥œÃfi¡∑Ä ¥É⁄÷≈.
[I-NOM love evening-ACC Friday-GEN: possible sit longer behind table-INST,
play with kids-INST, put-to-bed them-ACC on half-hour-ACC later.]
I love Friday evening: I can sit a while longer at the table, play with the kids , and put
them to bed a half hour later.

œ ∂Éƒπ ∑◊œÅ™ ∂¡∫É∏Ÿ µ À¡÷ƒœƒŒÅ◊Œœ ∑∏ÄÃÀ…◊¡¿∑ÿ ∑ Ã¿ƒÿÕÇ, ¥œ∑∏∂¡ƒÄ◊¤…Õ…
œ∏ πÀÑ∑œ◊ ÷…◊É∏ŒŸ».
[Along nature-DAT own work-GEN I-NOM daily encounter with people-INST,
suffered-INST from bites-GEN animals-GEN.]
Due to the nature of my work I daily encounter people who have suf fered  animal
bites.

Instrumental:: an adjunct 1

Expressions of engagement associated with INSTRUMENTAL:: AN ADJUNCT

‘converse’
∫≈∑Åƒœ◊¡∏ÿ ∑
∫≈∑Åƒ¡ ∑ ‘conversation’

‘struggle, fight’
∫œ∂É∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∫œ∂ÿ∫Ä ∑ ‘struggle, fight’

‘see (each other)’
◊Çƒ≈∏ÿ∑µ ∑

‘wage war’
◊œ≈◊Ä∏ÿ ∑
◊œ™ŒÄ ∑ ‘war’

‘romp, play’
◊œ⁄Ç∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ◊œ⁄Ç∏ÿ∑µ ∑
◊œ⁄ŒÖ ∑ ‘romp(ing), play(ing)’

‘meet’
◊∑∏∂≈fiÄ∏ÿ∑µ/◊∑∏∂Å∏…∏ÿ∑µ ∑
◊∑∏∂Åfi¡ ∑ ‘meeting’

‘share’
ƒ≈ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ ∑

‘come to an agreement, make an ar-
rangement’
ƒœ«œ◊Ä∂…◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/ƒœ«œ◊œ∂Ç∏ÿ∑µ ∑
ƒœ«œ◊É∂ ∑ ‘agreement, arrangement’

‘fight’
ƒ∂Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥œƒ∂Ä∏ÿ∑µ ∑
ƒ∂ÄÀ¡ ∑ ‘fight’

‘become acquainted’
⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕ…∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕ…∏ÿ∑µ ∑
⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕ ∑ ‘acquainted’
(short forms only)
⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕ∑∏◊œ ∑ ‘acquaintance’

‘associate, be friendly’
œ∫›Ä∏ÿ∑µ ∑
œ∫›ÅŒ…≈ ∑ ‘associating, association’

‘correspond (exchange letters)’
¥≈∂≈¥Ç∑Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ ∑
¥≈∂≈¥Ç∑À¡ ∑ ‘correspondence (ex-
change of letters)’

‘say farewell’
¥∂œ›Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂œ∑∏Ç∏ÿ∑µ ∑
¥∂œ›ÅŒ…≈ ∑ ‘saying farewell’

‘converse’
∂¡⁄«œ◊Ä∂…◊¡∏ÿ ∑
∂¡⁄«œ◊É∂ ∑ ‘conversation’

‘settle accounts’
∂¡∑∑fiÇ∏Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/∂¡∑∑fi…∏Ä∏ÿ∑µ ∑

‘communicate, get in contact, be
associated’
∑◊Ö⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/∑◊µ⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∑◊Ö⁄ÿ ∑ ‘association, contact’

‘agree’
∑œ«Ã¡¤Ä∏ÿ∑µ/∑œ«Ã¡∑Ç∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∑œ«ÃÄ∑…≈ ∑ ‘agreement’

‘compete’
∑œ∂≈◊Œœ◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∑œ∂≈◊Œœ◊ÄŒ…≈ ∑ ‘competition’

‘argue’
∑∑É∂…∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ∑∑É∂…∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∑∑É∂¡ ∑ ‘argument’

‘collide with, run into, encounter’
∑∏ÄÃÀ…◊¡∏ÿ∑µ/∑∏œÃÀŒÑ∏ÿ∑µ ∑
∑∏œÃÀŒœ◊ÅŒ…≈ ∑ ‘collision’
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Îœ«ƒÄ Ó¡¥œÃ≈ÉŒ ¥∂œ∑ŒÑÃ∑µ … ∂≈¤ÇÃ ¥∂œƒœÃ÷Ä∏ÿ ∫œ™, ∏œ π◊Çƒ≈Ã, fi∏œ ◊œ≈◊Ä∏ÿ
Œ≈ ∑ À≈Õ.
[When Napoleon-NOM woke-up and decided continue battle-ACC, then saw, that
wage-war not with who-INST.]
When Napoleon woke up and decided to continue the battle, then he saw that there
was no one  to wage war with.

INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT 2 — Idioms and other uses

Russian uses the idiom ÕŸ ∑ + INST (literally °we with so-and-so ¢) to express °so-and-
so  and I¢. This seems to involve a politeness strategy similar to that imposed in English,
where we consider it improper to say I and Anna, but are supposed to say Anna and I in-
stead. In Russian, instead of inverting to be polite, you include the partner by saying °we¢ in
place of °I¢: ÕŸ ∑ êŒŒœ™ [we-NOM with Anna-INST] ‘Anna and I’. Here is an example of
the ÕŸ ∑ + INST idiom where ÕŸ appears in the dative case as Œ¡Õ:

ÔƒŒÄ÷ƒŸ ÌÑ∑µ ⁄¡«ÃµŒÑÃ¡ À Œ¡Õ ∑ ÷≈ŒÉ™.
[Once Musya-NOM glanced-in to us-DAT with wife-INST.]
Once Musya stopped by to see my wife  and me.

One idiomatic use of ∑ + INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT has an exact parallel in English:

˛∏œ ∑ ∏œ∫É™?
[What-NOM with you-INST?]
What’s with you?

The phrase ¥œ⁄ƒ∂¡◊ÃÖ¿ ◊¡∑/∏≈∫Ö ∑ + INSTRUMENTAL: AN ADJUNCT, literally ‘I congratu-
late you with’, motivates another idiomatic construction used for greetings on the occasion
of holidays and events. The first part of the phrase is rarely heard, leaving just the preposi-
tion ∑ + INST. Here is a table of common greetings:

Û ƒŒ£Õ ÄŒ«≈Ã¡! Happy Name’s Day!
Û ƒŒ£Õ ∂œ÷ƒÅŒ…µ! Happy Birthday!
Û Ã£«À…Õ ¥Ä∂œÕ! Have a nice bath !
Û ŒÉ◊ŸÕ «ÉƒœÕ! Happy New Year !
Û ¥∂Ä⁄ƒŒ…ÀœÕ! Happy Holiday !
Û ¥∂…fi¡›ÅŒ…≈Õ! Congratulations on receiving Holy Communion !
Û Úœ÷ƒ≈∑∏◊ÉÕ! Merry Christmas !

As the idioms with holidays above show, the use of the preposition ∑ °with¢ is not lim-
ited to human companions; it can be used with objects, abstractions, and attributes, much as
with  is used in English. Here are some examples:

Idiomatic uses of
∑ + INSTRUMEN-

TAL: AN ADJUNCT.
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ÔŒÄ fi∏œ-∏œ ¥∂œƒÅÃ¡Ã¡ ∑ ◊œÃœ∑ÄÕ….
[She-NOM something-ACC with hair-INST.]
She did something with her hair .

ÔƒŒÄ÷ƒŸ œŒ ◊œ⁄◊∂¡›ÄÃ∑µ …⁄ œ◊œ›ŒÉ«œ Õ¡«¡⁄ÇŒ¡ ∑œ ∑◊£ÀÃœ™ ◊ ¡◊É∑ÿÀ≈ —
À∂Ñ¥Œœ™ … À∂Ñ«Ãœ™, À¡À ∆π∏∫ÉÃÿŒŸ™ Õµfi.
[Once he-NOM returned from grocery store-GEN with beet-INST in shopping-bag-
LOC — big-INST and round-INST, like soccer ball-NOM.]
Once he came back from the grocery store with a beet  in his shopping bag — big
and round  like a soccer ball.

Óœ ◊ Œ≈™ ◊∑£ Ü∏œ À¡ÀÇÕ-∏œ É∫∂¡⁄œÕ ∑œ◊Õ≈›ÄÃœ∑ÿ — Œ¡Ç◊Œœ∑∏ÿ ∑ √…ŒÇ⁄ÕœÕ,
πÕ ∑ «ÃÑ¥œ∑∏ÿ¿ … fiÅ∑∏Œœ∑∏ÿ ∑ ∏µ«œ∏ÅŒ…≈Õ À ◊∂¡Œÿâ.
[But in her-LOC all this-NOM some manner-INST was-combined — naivete-NOM
with cynicism-INST, intelligence-NOM with stupidity-INST and honesty-NOM with
tendency-INST to lying-DAT.]
But somehow all these things were combined in her — naivete with cynicism , intel-
ligence with stupidity , and honesty with a tendency  to lie.

∂…∂Éƒ¡ ∑ Ç∑∏…ŒŒœ ¥œ∑Ã≈◊œÅŒŒœ™ ›Åƒ∂œ∑∏ÿ¿ ∂¡⁄«πÃÖÃ¡∑ÿ.
[Nature-NOM with truly post-war generosity-INST blossomed-forth.]
Nature was blossoming forth with true post-war generosity .

Ú¡∫É∏¡Ã¡ ∏ÉÃÿÀœ œƒŒÄ ÀÄ∑∑¡, … ◊ƒœÃÿ Õ¡«¡⁄ÇŒ¡ ∏≈ÀÃÄ Éfi≈∂≈ƒÿ, À¡À ∂≈ÀÄ ∑
…⁄«Ç∫¡Õ… … …⁄ÃÑfi…Œ¡Õ… … œ∏◊≈∏◊Ã£ŒŒŸÕ… ∂πfi≈™ÀÄÕ….
[Worked only one cash-register-NOM, and along store-GEN flowed line-NOM, like
river-NOM with twists-INST and turns-INST and branched streams-INST.]
Only one cash register was open, and a line flowed around the store, like a river with
twists  and turns  and little branching streams .

INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK 1—¥Å∂≈ƒ ‘in front of, before’

Five Russian prepositions are used with the INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK to describe the
peripheral location of one item in alignment with another item or items. Two of these prepo-
sitions view this alignment in a horizontal plane: ¥Å∂≈ƒ ‘in front of’ and ⁄¡ ‘behind’. Two
more are exactly parallel to these, but view the alignment in a vertical plane: Œ¡ƒ ‘above’
and ¥œƒ ‘below’. The fifth preposition, ÕÅ÷ƒπ ‘between, among’ uses two or more items to
establish the alignment independent of any geographic orientation.

In terms of physical location, ¥Å∂≈ƒ ‘in front of’ + INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK identifies
an item that serves as a peripheral landmark for another item. In this example, the adminis-
tration building serves as a peripheral landmark for the square where students’ passions are
seething:

Instrumental:: a landmark 1

∑ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: AN ADJUNCT

with objects.

 ∑ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: AN ADJUNCT

with abstrac-
tions.

∑ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: AN ADJUNCT

with attributes.

Overview of
INSTRUMENTAL: A
LANDMARK.

¥Å∂≈ƒ +
INSTRUMENTAL: A
LANDMARK ‘in
front of, before’
in the domain of
space.
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‰◊¡ ƒŒµ Œ¡ ¥ÃÉ›¡ƒ… ¥Å∂≈ƒ ⁄ƒÄŒ…≈Õ
¡ƒÕ…Œ…∑∏∂Ä√…… «É∂œƒ¡ À…¥ÅÃ… ∑∏∂Ä∑∏… —
ƒ≈ÕœŒ∑∏∂Ç∂œ◊¡Ã… ∑∏πƒÅŒ∏Ÿ.
[Two days-ACC on square-LOC in-front-of build-
ing-INST administration-GEN city-GEN seethed
passions-NOM — demonstrated students-NOM.]
For two days passions seethed on the square in
front of the municipal administration building  —
the students were demonstrating.

In the domain of time, ¥Å∂≈ƒ means ‘before, until such
time as’, and can be used directly with the landmark time
in the instrumental, or with the fixed phrase ¥Å∂≈ƒ ∏≈Õ,
À¡À [before that-INST, how] ‘before’, as illustrated in these
two examples, where the meeting and the loss of contact
serve as temporal landmarks for the announcement of
health and for wandering in the Alaskan hinterland:

“Ó…À¡ÀÇ» œ∑∏Ä∏Àœ◊ ∫œÃÅ⁄Œ… Œ≈∏”, œ∏ÕÅ∏…Ã
◊fi≈∂Ä ¥∂≈⁄…ƒÅŒ∏ ¥Å∂≈ƒ ◊∑∏∂Åfi≈™ ∑ ¥∂≈ÕÿÅ∂-
Õ…ŒÇ∑∏∂œÕ.
[“No remains-GEN illness-GEN no”, remarked yesterday president-NOM before
meeting-INST with prime-minister-INST.]
“I show no signs of illness,” remarked the president yesterday before his meeting
with the prime minister.

Óœ∂◊Å÷∑À…™ ¥π∏≈¤Å∑∏◊≈ŒŒ…À ƒ◊¡ ÕÅ∑µ√¡ ¥∂œ◊£Ã ◊ √≈Œ∏∂ÄÃÿŒŸ» ∂¡™ÉŒ¡»
·ÃÖ∑À…, ¥Å∂≈ƒ ∏≈Õ, À¡À ∑◊µ⁄ÿ ∑ Œ…Õ Œ≈œ÷Çƒ¡ŒŒœ ¥∂≈∂◊¡ÃÄ∑ÿ.
[Norwegian traveler-NOM two months-ACC spent in central regions-LOC Alaska-
GEN, before that-INST, how contact-NOM with him-INST unexpectedly was-bro-
ken-off.]
The Norwegian traveler spent two months in the central regions of Alaska before
contact with him was suddenly broken off.

Å∂≈ƒ is frequently deployed in the domain of morality and justice, where it designates a
position in terms of merits and obligations. The first example below describes a moral
achievement, the following ones refer to legal and financial obligations, respectively.

˜ ∑œœ∫›ÅŒ…… ¥∂≈∑∑-∑ÃÑ÷∫Ÿ ¥∂≈⁄…ƒÅŒ∏¡ «œ◊œ∂Ç∏∑µ, fi∏œ «œ∑¥œƒÇŒ ÎπÃ…ÀÉ◊
“πƒœ∑∏É≈Œ ◊Ÿ∑ÉÀœ™ Œ¡«∂ÄƒŸ ⁄¡ ⁄¡∑ÃÑ«… ¥Å∂≈ƒ «œ∑πƒÄ∂∑∏◊œÕ”.
[In report-LOC press-service-GEN president-GEN says, that Mr. Kulikov-NOM
“awarded-NOM high award-GEN for services-ACC before state-INST.”]
In the president’s press report it says that Mr. Kulikov “has received an exalted
award for his service to the state .”

I

I

INSTRUMENTAL:: A LANDMARK

(circle or circles labeled I) is in a
proximate relationship to

another item (small circle)

¥Å∂≈ƒ +
INSTRUMENTAL: A

LANDMARK ‘in
front of, before’

in the domain of
time.

¥Å∂≈ƒ +
INSTRUMENTAL: A

LANDMARK in the
domain of

morality and
justice.
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ÔÃ…Õ¥Ç™∑À…™ fi≈Õ¥…ÉŒ ◊ «∂Å∫Ã≈ Œ¡ À¡ŒÉ‹ ∑Ãœ◊ÄÀ ÌÇ»¡Ã ÌÄ∂∏…À¡Œ ◊ ∑ÀÉ∂œÕ
◊∂ÅÕ≈Œ… ¥∂≈ƒ∑∏ÄŒ≈∏ ¥Å∂≈ƒ ∑πƒÉÕ.
[Olympic champion-NOM in rowing-LOC on canoe-LOC Slovak Michal Martikan-
NOM in soon time-LOC appear before court-INST.]
Olympic canoeing champion Slovak Michal Martikan will soon appear in court .

∂≈ÕÿÅ∂-Õ…ŒÇ∑∏∂ œ∏ÕÅ∏…Ã, fi∏œ ◊ Œ¡∑∏œÖ›≈≈ ◊∂ÅÕµ ∆Ç∂Õ¡ “Ù¡∏ŒÅ∆∏ÿ” Œ≈
…ÕÅ≈∏ ƒœÃ«É◊ ¥Å∂≈ƒ ∆≈ƒ≈∂ÄÃÿŒŸÕ ∫¿ƒ÷Å∏œÕ.
[Prime-minister-NOM noted, that in present time-ACC company “Tatneft’”-NOM
no have debts-GEN before federal budget-INST.]
The prime-minister noted that at the present time the “Tatneft’” company is not
indebted to the federal budget .

Here is an example of a self-imposed obligation:

˜á∑∏¡◊À¡ ÛÃœ◊Ä√Àœ™ ∂≈∑¥Ñ∫Ã…À… ∑∏Ä◊…∏ ¥Å∂≈ƒ ∑œ∫É™ √≈Ãÿ œ⁄Œ¡ÀÉÕ…∏ÿ
∂œ∑∑Ç™∑À…» ¥∂≈ƒ¥∂…Œ…ÕÄ∏≈Ã≈™ ∑ ÜÀ∑¥œ∂∏ŒŸÕ… ◊œ⁄ÕÉ÷Œœ∑∏µÕ… ÛÃœ◊ÄÀ…….
[Exhibition-NOM Slovak Republic-GEN places before self-INST goal-ACC acquaint
Russian entrepreneurs-ACC with export opportunities-INST Slovakia-GEN.]
The Slovak Republic’s exhibit is setting itself  the goal of acquainting Russian entre-
preneurs with Slovakia’s export opportunities.

INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK  2—⁄¡ ‘beyond, behind’

˙¡ + INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK indicates a spatial alignment that is the opposite of
¥Å∂≈ƒ. The landmark is an item that is between us and another item which is ‘behind’ or
‘beyond’ it. Here are a couple of examples of ⁄¡ used to locate items in space.

ÓÄ¤≈Õπ ∑œ∑Åƒπ ¥œœ∫≈›ÄÃ… ⁄¡ À◊¡∂∏Ç∂π ◊∑≈«É Ã…¤ÿ ƒÅ◊µ∏ÿ Õ…ÃÃ…ÉŒœ◊
∂π∫ÃÅ™, ⁄¡∏É ◊⁄¡ÕÅŒ ¥∂≈ƒÃœ÷ÇÃ… ÷…∏ÿ ◊ ∑◊œ£ πƒœ◊ÉÃÿ∑∏◊…≈ Œ¡ ƒÄfi≈ ⁄¡
«É∂œƒœÕ.
[Our neighbor-DAT promised for apartment-ACC all-GEN only nine-ACC millions-
GEN rubles-GEN, but in-exchange offered live in own pleasure-ACC at dacha-
LOC beyond city-INST.]
They promised our neighbor only nine million rubles for his apartment, but in return
they offered him a life of pleasure in a dacha outside of town .

˙¡ ◊œ∂É∏¡Õ… ÷ÅŒ›…Œπ ◊á∏œÃÀŒπÃ… …⁄ Õ¡¤ÇŒŸ … ∑À∂áÃ…∑ÿ.
[Beyond gate-INST woman-ACC pushed-out from car-GEN and hid.]
On the other side of the gate  they pushed the woman out of the car and hid.

The notion that ⁄¡ identifies a barrier between us and another item is capitalized on in the
Russian translation of ‘You can’t see the forest for the trees ’, ˙¡ ƒ≈∂Å◊ÿµÕ… Œ≈ ◊…ƒÄ∏ÿ ÃÅ∑¡
[Beyond trees-INST not see forest-GEN].

Instrumental:: a landmark 2

⁄¡ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: A LANDMARK

‘beyond, behind’.
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There are two spatial uses of ⁄¡ that are especially worth noting. One is ⁄¡ ∂πÃ£Õ [be-
hind wheel-INST] ‘behind the (steering) wheel ’, and the other is ⁄¡ ∑∏œÃÉÕ [behind table-
INST] ‘at the table (while eating a meal) .’

˛Ñ◊∑∏◊œ◊¡Ãœ∑ÿ, fi∏œ ⁄¡ ∂πÃ£Õ ∑…ƒÅÃ ∑π¥≈∂ÕÅŒ, ◊Ã¡ƒÅ¿›…™ Õ¡¤ÇŒœ™, À¡À
Àœ◊∫É™ Õπ∑∏ÄŒ«œÕ.
[Felt, that behind wheel-INST sat superman-NOM, commanding-NOM car-INST,
like cowboy-NOM mustang-INST.]
One got the feeling that there was a superman sitting behind the wheel who was
controlling the car like a cowboy controls a mustang.

˙¡ ∑∏œÃÉÕ ∑…ƒÇÕ ƒÉÃ«œ, ≈ƒÇÕ Œ≈ ∑¥≈¤Ä.
[Behind table-INST sit long, eat not hurrying.]
We sit for a long time at the table , eating without hurrying.

The ⁄¡ ∑∏œÃÉÕ construction above motivates ⁄¡ œ∫ÅƒœÕ [behind lunch-INST] ‘during lunch ’,
where the spatial location is juxtaposed with a given time.

Just as we use ‘behind’ with the word ‘follow’, so do Russians associate ⁄¡ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: A LANDMARK with following. The following examples demonstrate this use in physical
movement through space, in sequential action along the dimension of time, and in the meta-
phorical domain of verification:

Ûœ∫ÄÀ… ∫≈«Ñ∏ ⁄¡ ⁄◊Å∂≈Õ.
[Dogs-NOM run following beast-INST.]
The dogs are running after the beast .

ÔŒ ÀÑ∂…∏ ∑…«¡∂Å∏π ⁄¡ ∑…«¡∂Å∏œ™.
[He-NOM smokes cigarette-ACC following cigarette-INST.]
He smokes one cigarette after another .

·∫œŒ≈ÕÅŒ∏Œπ¿ ¥ÃÄ∏π ⁄¡ ¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡Œ…≈ ∏≈Ã≈∆ÉŒœÕ ◊ŒÉ∑µ∏ Œ≈ ¥œ⁄ƒŒÅ≈ ƒ≈∑Ö∏œ«œ
fi…∑ÃÄ ÕÅ∑µ√¡, ∑ÃÅƒπ¿›≈«œ ⁄¡ ÕÅ∑µ√≈Õ ¥∂≈ƒœ∑∏¡◊ÃÅŒ…µ π∑ÃÑ«….
[Subscription fee-ACC for use-ACC telephone-INST enter not later tenth number-
GEN month-GEN, following-GEN behind month-INST rendering-GEN service-
GEN.]
They enter the subscription fee for telephone use no later than the tenth of the month
following the month  in which the service was rendered.

Û 1 µŒ◊¡∂Ö ◊œ ◊∑£Õ ∂≈«…ÉŒ≈ ◊◊Éƒ…∏∑µ ÷£∑∏À…™ ÀœŒ∏∂ÉÃÿ ⁄¡ ÀÄfi≈∑∏◊œÕ
¡ÃÀœ«ÉÃÿŒœ™ ¥∂œƒÑÀ√……, ≈£ ¥∂œ…⁄◊Éƒ∑∏◊œÕ, »∂¡ŒÅŒ…≈Õ, … ∂≈¡Ã…⁄Ä√…≈™.
[From first-GEN January-GEN in all region-LOC is-introduced strict control-NOM
following quality-INST alcohol production-GEN, its manufacture-INST, storage-
INST, and sale-INST.]
Throughout the region beginning January 1, strict control is being introduced on the
quality  of alcohol production, its manufacture , storage , and sale .

⁄¡ + INSTRUMEN-
TAL: A LANDMARK

‘following after’.
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In English ‘following’ is synonymous with ‘going after’ something, and we can ‘go after’
something in order to get it; in Russian ⁄¡ + INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK can likewise be used
to mean ‘fetch’:

Ú≈¤ÇÃ… ∑ƒÅÃ¡∏ÿ …Õ≈ŒÇŒ…Àπ ¥∂…Ö∏ŒŸ™ ∑¿∂¥∂Ç⁄ … ¥œÅ»¡Ã… ⁄¡ ƒÅ◊œfiÀ¡Õ… …
ƒœ¥œÃŒÇ∏≈ÃÿŒœ™ ◊á¥…◊Àœ™.
[Decided make birthday-boy-DAT pleasant surprise-ACC and rode fetch girls-INST
and supplementary drink-INST.]
They decided to give the birthday boy a nice surprise and went to get some girls  and
something more to drink .

Ò ⁄¡™ƒÑ ⁄¡ ∏œ∫É™ ◊ ¤ÀÉÃπ.
[I-NOM go-by fetch you-INST in school-ACC.]
I’ll come to pick you  up at school.

INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK 3—Œ¡ƒ ‘above’

In the vertical plane, Œ¡ƒ locates an item ‘above’ another item. The use of this preposi-
tion in the doman of space is just what we would expect:

Ô⁄ÉŒœ◊¡µ ƒŸ∂Ä Œ¡ƒ ·Œ∏Ä∂À∏…Àœ™ ƒœ∑∏Ç«Ã¡ ∂≈ÀÉ∂ƒŒŸ» ∂¡⁄ÕÅ∂œ◊.
[Ozone hole-NOM above Antarctica-INST reached record proportions-GEN.]
The ozone hole above Antarctica  has reached record proportions.

˜ ŒÅ∫≈ Œ¡ƒ Ïœ∑-êŒƒ÷≈Ã≈∑œÕ ≈ƒ◊Ä Œ≈ ∑∏œÃÀŒÑÃ…∑ÿ ƒ◊¡ ∑¡ÕœÃ£∏¡.
[In sky-LOC above Los-Angeles-INST barely not collided two airplanes-NOM.]
Two airplanes almost collided in the sky above Los Angeles .

∂œ ∑≈Õÿâ ÁÄŒƒ… «œ◊œ∂Ö∏, fi∏œ Œ¡ƒ Œ≈™ «œ∂Ç∏ Œ≈∑fi¡∑∏ÃÇ◊¡µ ⁄◊≈⁄ƒÄ.
[About family-ACC Gandhi say, that above it-INST burns unlucky star-NOM.]
They say about the Gandhi family that an unlucky star burns above it.

As with English ‘above’, Œ¡ƒ identifies a vantage point that has certain implications. It is a
location from which one can make observations:

Îœ∂∂≈∑¥œŒƒÅŒ∏ ¥œ¥∂œ∑ÇÃ ¥∂œ∆Å∑∑œ∂¡ Ï≈◊…Œ∑ÉŒ¡ ¥œƒ≈ÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ ∑◊œÇÕ…
Œ¡∫Ã¿ƒÅŒ…µÕ… Œ¡ƒ ¥œ◊≈ƒÅŒ…≈Õ «œ∂œƒ∑ÀÉ«œ Œ¡∑≈ÃÅŒ…µ ◊ ∂Ä⁄ŒŸ≈ «ÉƒŸ, ‹¥É»…
… ∂≈÷ÇÕŸ.
[Correspondent-NOM asked professor Levinson-ACC share own observations-INST
above behavior-INST city population-GEN in various years-ACC, epochs-ACC and
regimes-ACC.]
The correspondent asked Professor Levinson to share his observations of the behav-
ior  of the city’s population in various years, epochs, and regimes.

Instrumental:: a landmark 3
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In English we can ‘look down at someone’ from a higher vantage point of superiority; Rus-
sian uses this idea to motivate the expression ∑Õ≈Ö∏ÿ∑µ Œ¡ƒ + INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK

‘laugh at’, as illustrated in this example:

ÛŒ¡fiÄÃ¡ Œ¡ƒ Œ…Õ ∑Õ≈ÖÃ…∑ÿ, ¥œ∏ÉÕ ∑∏ÄÃ… œ∏Õ≈fiÄ∏ÿ π∑¥Å»… ◊ …∑ÀÑ∑∑∏◊≈, ¡ ◊
ÀœŒ√Å ÀœŒ√É◊ ¥œ⁄◊ÉÃ…Ã… œ∏À∂á∏ÿ “‰œÕ »πƒÉ÷Œ…Àœ◊”.
[At-first above him-INST laughed, then started notice successes-ACC in art-LOC,
and in end-LOC ends-GEN allowed open “House-ACC artists-GEN”.]
At first they laughed at him, but then they started to notice his successes in art, and
finally they allowed him to open a “House of Artists.”

A position ‘above’ an item facilitates manipulation and control. Notice the parallels to
vertical relationships in English translations of ∂¡∫É∏¡∏ÿ Œ¡ƒ ‘work on’ and ÀœŒ∏∂ÉÃÿ Œ¡ƒ
‘control over’ in these examples:

∂≈⁄…ƒÅŒ∏ ¡À∏Ç◊Œœ ∂¡∫É∏¡≈∏ Œ¡ƒ ∆œ∂Õ…∂œ◊ÄŒ…≈Õ ∑∏∂πÀ∏Ñ∂Ÿ ¥∂¡◊Ç∏≈Ãÿ∑∏◊¡.
[President-NOM actively works above formation-INST structure-GEN government-
GEN.]
The president is actively working on the formation  of the structure of the govern-
ment.

˜ ¡¥∂ÅÃ≈ ◊ Ìœ∑À◊Å ∑œ∑∏œÇ∏∑µ Ì≈÷ƒπŒ¡∂ÉƒŒ¡µ ÀœŒ∆≈∂ÅŒ√…µ ¥œ
∑œ∏∂ÑƒŒ…fi≈∑∏◊π ∑ Úœ∑∑Ç≈™ ◊ É∫Ã¡∑∏… ÀœŒ∏∂ÉÃµ Œ¡ƒ Œ¡∂ÀÉ∏…À¡Õ….
[In April-LOC in Moscow-LOC takes-place International conference-NOM along
collaboration-DAT with Russia-INST in area-LOC control-GEN above narcotics-
INST.]
In April in Moscow there is an International Conference on Collaboration with Rus-
sia in the area of narcotics  control.

Control over an item can likewise be wielded by legal or governmental authority, as in
the following two examples:

˜fi≈∂Ä ◊ ‰ÅÃ… Œ¡fi¡Ã∑Ö ∑πƒ Œ¡ƒ ∫á◊¤…Õ ¥∂≈Õÿ≈∂-Õ…ŒÇ∑∏∂œÕ íŒƒ…….
[Yesterday in Delhi-LOC began legal-proceedings-NOM above former prime-min-
ister-INST India-GEN.]
Legal proceedings against the former prime minister  of India began in Delhi yester-
day.

ß¡ÃÿÕÉŒ∏ √ÅÃœ≈ ƒ≈∑µ∏…ÃÅ∏…≈ ∫≈⁄∂¡⁄ƒÅÃÿŒœ √¡∂ÇÃ Œ¡ƒ ∂Ñ∑∑Àœ™ ¥œÜ⁄…≈™.
[Balmont-NOM whole decade-ACC indivisibly was-tsar above Russian poetry-
INST.]
For a whole decade, Balmont reigned over Russian poetry  unchallenged.

Œ¡ƒ + INSTRU-
MENTAL: A

LANDMARK can
express derision.

Œ¡ƒ + INSTRU-
MENTAL: A

LANDMARK can
express work

‘on’ and control
‘over’.
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INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK 4—¥œƒ ‘under’

Opposing Œ¡ƒ in the vertical plane is ¥œƒ ‘under’. Once again we will look first at
examples of how this preposition indicates physical locations:

Ù…«∂ ¥œ«Ç∫ ¥œƒ ÀœÃ£∑¡Õ… Ã≈∑œ◊É⁄¡.
[Tiger-NOM died under wheels-INST lumber-truck-GEN.]
The tiger died under the wheels  of the lumber truck.

œ ŒÅÀœ∏œ∂ŸÕ ∑◊Åƒ≈Œ…µÕ, ¥œƒ œ∫ÃÉÕÀ¡Õ… ⁄ƒÄŒ…™ ◊∑£ ≈›£ Œ¡»Éƒµ∏∑µ ÉÀœÃœ
ƒ◊¡ƒ√¡∏Ç ∑≈ÕÅ™.
[Along certain reports-DAT, under wreckage-INST buildings-GEN all still are-lo-
cated about twenty families-GEN.]
According to certain reports, there are still about twenty families under the wreck-
age  of the buildings.

Because cities were traditionally built on hills and locations outside them were at lower
elevations, the preposition ¥œƒ with the name of a city indicates a position outside or on the
outskirts of town:

˛≈∏á∂≈ fi≈Ãœ◊ÅÀ¡ ¥œ«Ç∫Ã… ◊ ∂≈⁄πÃÿ∏Ä∏≈ ¡◊…¡À¡∏¡∑∏∂É∆Ÿ, ¥∂œ…⁄¤Åƒ¤≈™ ◊fi≈∂Ä
¥œƒ ÙÑÃœ™.
[Four people-NOM died in result-LOC aviation-catastrophe-GEN took-place-GEN
yesterday under Tula-INST.]
Four people died as a result of the aviation catastrophe which took place outside of
Tula yesterday.

Just as Œ¡ƒ gave us the perspective of control ‘over’, ¥œƒ can conversely describe being
‘under’ control:

ÛœÃƒÄ∏Ÿ ¥œƒ ÀœÕÄŒƒœ◊¡Œ…≈Õ ¥œÃÀÉ◊Œ…À¡ œ◊Ã¡ƒÅÃ… ¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ…Õ π«œÃÀÉÕ
∂≈∑¥Ñ∫Ã…À… ·∫»Ä⁄……, Œ¡»œƒÇ◊¤…Õ∑µ ¥œƒ ÀœŒ∏∂ÉÃ≈Õ «∂π⁄ÇŒ∑À…»
∆œ∂Õ…∂œ◊ÄŒ…™.
[Soldiers-NOM under command-INST lieutenant-GEN took-possession last corner-
INST republic-GEN Abkhazia-GEN located-INST under control-INST Georgian
units-GEN.]
Soldiers under the command  of the lieutenant took possession of the last corner of
the Republic of Abhxazia that was under the control  of Georgian military units.

˜ Œ¡∑∏œÖ›≈≈ ◊∂ÅÕµ ∫¡ŒÀÇ∂ œ∑∏¡£∏∑µ ¥œƒ ƒœÕÄ¤Œ…Õ ¡∂Å∑∏œÕ.
[In present time-ACC banker-NOM remains under house arrest-INST.]
At the present time the banker remains under house arrest .

Being ‘under’ an item can have its benefits, since this location implies a relationship of
protection, as in these examples:

Instrumental:: a landmark 4

¥œƒ + INSTRU-
MENTAL: A
LANDMARK

‘under’.

¥œƒ + INSTRU-
MENTAL: A
LANDMARK can
express
subordination,
protection, and
both covert and
overt identities.
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Ô∏ŒáŒ≈ Õπ⁄Å™ ∫Ñƒ≈∏ Œ¡»œƒÇ∏ÿ∑µ ¥œƒ ¥œÀ∂œ◊Ç∏≈Ãÿ∑∏◊œÕ ¥∂≈⁄…ƒÅŒ∏¡.
[From-henceforth museum-NOM will be-located under protection-INST president-
GEN.]
From henceforth the museum will be under the protection  of the president.

˜á∑∏¡◊À¡ ¥∂œ»Éƒ…∏ ¥œƒ ¥¡∏∂œŒÄ÷≈Õ ¥Å∂◊œ«œ ◊…√≈-¥∂≈ÕÿÅ∂¡ ßœ∂Ç∑¡
Ó≈Õ√É◊¡.
[Exhibit-NOM takes-place under patronage-INST first vice-premier Boris Nemtsov-
GEN.]
The exhibit is taking place under the patronage  of the first vice-premier Boris
Nemtsov.

One can also go ‘under’ cover by taking on a disguise:

Á∂π⁄ÇŒ∑À¡µ ∑∏œ∂œŒÄ ∑∑ŸÃÄ≈∏∑µ Œ¡ ◊œ⁄ÕÉ÷Œœ∑∏ÿ ¥≈∂≈ƒ◊…÷ÅŒ…µ ¥œƒ ◊ÇƒœÕ
◊œ≈ŒŒœ∑ÃÑ÷¡›…» ŒÅÀ…» ∫¡ŒƒÇ∏∑À…» «∂Ñ¥¥.
[Georgian side-NOM cites on possibility-ACC travel-GEN under guise-INST ser-
vicemen-GEN certain bandit groups-GEN.]
The Georgian side cites the possibility that some groups of bandits are traveling
under the guise  of military servicemen.

More innocently ¥œƒ can indicate the name given to buildings, organizations, and events,
as in this example:

˜fi≈∂Ä ◊ ß≈∂ÃÇŒ≈ œ∏À∂áÃ∑µ ∆≈∑∏…◊ÄÃÿ ¥œƒ Œ¡⁄◊ÄŒ…≈Õ “˜œÃ¤Å∫ŒŸ™ Ã≈∑”.
[Yesterday in Berlin-LOC opened festival-NOM under title-INST “Magical forest”-
NOM.]
A festival entitled  “Magical Forest” opened yesterday in Berlin.

INSTRUMENTAL: A LANDMARK 5—ÕÅ÷ƒπ ‘between, among’

The preposition ÕÅ÷ƒπ ‘between, among’ is used in spatial and metaphorical domains
in ways very similar to its English counterparts. Here are a few examples:

œ ∆≈ƒ≈∂ÄÃÿŒŸÕ ¡◊…¡√…ÉŒŒŸÕ ¥∂Ä◊…Ã¡Õ, ∂¡∑∑∏œÖŒ…≈ ÕÅ÷ƒπ Ã≈∏Ä∏≈ÃÿŒŸÕ…
œ∫flÅÀ∏¡Õ… ƒœÃ÷ŒÉ ∑œ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ Œ≈ ÕÅŒ≈≈ 6,5 ÀÕ.
[Along federal aviation rules-D·Ù, distance-NOM between flying objects-INST
must be not less 6.5 km-GEN.]
According to federal aviation rules, the distance between flying objects  must not be
less than 6.5 km.

ñÀ∑¥œ∂∏Œœ-ÇÕ¥œ∂∏ŒŸ™ ∫¡ŒÀ Ò¥ÉŒ…… ◊áƒ≈Ã…Ã 200 Õ…ÃÃ…ÉŒœ◊ ƒÉÃÃ¡∂œ◊ ƒÃµ
∑œ⁄ƒÄŒ…µ Õ…À∂œ◊œÃŒÉ◊œ™ ∏≈Ã≈∆ÉŒŒœ™ ∑◊Ö⁄… ÕÅ÷ƒπ Ìœ∑À◊É™ … Ë¡∫Ä∂œ◊∑ÀœÕ.
[Export-import bank-NOM Japan-GEN allocated 200-ACC million-GEN dollars-

ÕÅ÷ƒπ +
INSTRUMENTAL: A

LANDMARK

‘between’.
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GEN for creation-GEN microwave telephone link-GEN between Moscow-INST
and Khabarovsk-INST.]
The export-import bank of Japan allocated 200 million dollars to create a micro-
wave telephone link between Moscow  and Khabarovsk .

Á≈∂ÕÄŒ∑À…™ ∫πŒƒ≈∑∏Ä« ∂¡∏…∆…√Ç∂œ◊¡Ã ◊fi≈∂Ä ∑œ«Ã¡¤ÅŒ…≈ œ ¥¡∂∏Œ£∂∑∏◊≈ …
∑œ∏∂ÑƒŒ…fi≈∑∏◊≈ ÕÅ÷ƒπ Â◊∂œ¥Å™∑À…Õ ∑œâ⁄œÕ … Úœ∑∑Ç≈™.
[German Bundestag-NOM ratified yesterday agreement-ACC about partnership-
LOC and collaboration-LOC between European Union-INST and Russia-INST.]
Yesterday the German Bundestag ratified an agreement on partnership and collabo-
ration between the European Union  and Russia .

This last example demonstrates both an idiomatic usage, ÕÅ÷ƒπ ∏≈Õ [between that-
INST] ‘meanwhile’, and the ‘among’ meaning that is present when the preposition refers to
more than two items:

ÌÅ÷ƒπ ∏≈Õ, ∂¡∑¥∂≈ƒ≈ÃÅŒ…≈ œ∫Ö⁄¡ŒŒœ∑∏≈™ ÕÅ÷ƒπ ⁄¡Õ≈∑∏Ç∏≈ÃµÕ…
∂πÀœ◊œƒÇ∏≈Ãµ ¡¥¥¡∂Ä∏¡ ¥∂¡◊Ç∏≈Ãÿ∑∏◊¡ ≈›£ Œ≈ ⁄¡◊≈∂¤ÇÃœ∑ÿ.
[Between that-INST, assignment-NOM responsibilities-GEN among deputies-INST
leader-GEN apparatus-GEN government-GEN still not completed.]
Meanwhile  the assignment of responsibilities among the deputy leaders  of the or-
gans of government has not yet been completed.

EPILOGUE

The meaning of the word instrumental  is transparent to us, and it’s a good name for this
case because Russians use it not only for instruments, but for a variety of items that are
instrumental to whatever a sentence describes: a path for motion, a way to do something, a
time to do it, the agent or cause of an event, the category something falls in, a companion or
opponent, a landmark for locating something. As promised in the Preliminaries, we have
seen that time is understood as a kind of metaphorical space, and so are many other abstract
domains. We will explore similar extensions of our experience from physical space to other
realms in all the remaining chapters. This survey of the instrumental case has also given us
a peek into the conceptual world of Russian. It is a world where life is a journey, where
power is wielded by manipulating those who are subject to it, where possession is a special
type of control, where enjoyment and disdain are special types of possession, where disas-
ter can have a means without having a cause, where obligations are something people stand
in front of, where power is up and submission is down. Most of these ideas are familiar
from the conceptual structure of English; even the ideas that strike us as foreign make sense
in the overall structure of the instrumental case, because even though the instrumental is
quite complex, all the parts fit together to make a coherent whole. Understanding the whole
helps you orient to the individual meanings of the instrumental because you have a struc-
ture to relate those meanings to. Even if you don’t memorize all the meanings right off, you
will now have a “feel” for the instrumental, and you’ll be surprised how well your new-
found intuitions will serve you.

Epilogue


